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EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - SIMULATED BAY BRIDGE - NIGHT

INSERT, at the edges of a dark field of view: “V2 COMPLETE 
IMMERSION”. 

A cascade of bikers in shades of neon pursue a pristine SONIC 
SILVER CAR across the drenched bridge of El  Puente Blanco.  

The deluge of women on motorcycles ebb and flow in their 
hunt. 

Ahead of the motorcade, the racer overcomes an ASHEN VAGRANT, 
70, pushing her life’s possessions on an antique self-
balancing scooter. 

The Ashen Vagrant turns an exhausted gaze towards the 
vehicular hiss behind her. When the approaching caravan does 
not stop, her expression becomes panicked.

The car rushes towards her. The Ashen Vagrant screams and 
leaps to the side.  

Her scooter skids across the asphalt, her livelihood gone. 

The Sonic Silver Car continues into the distance, 
unperturbed. 

A hand with pink nails descends in front of the Ashen 
Vagrant’s face. The hand twists upwards in offering. Across 
its wrist, a dark unicorn inked into the skin. 

The Ashen Vagrant looks up. 

LENA, 26, paladin in tetryl rosado smiles back. 

LENA
Fucking Automationists. 

The elderly woman grasps the offered hand and pulls herself 
to her feet with visible pain. 

NAPALM THRILL-SEEKER (O.S.)
We’ll get them. 

Lena smirks reaches behind her seat and pulls out a classic 
iron pipe speckled with kawaii japanese stickers and wires 
soldered onto its edges. She twists a 3-D printed base and 
the weapon hums with explosive potential. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BAY BRIDGE - NIGHT

The chase surges forward. 



Lena rushes through the female motorcade, parting the waves 
until she reaches the Silver Car. 

Within the crowd, NAPALM THRILL-SEEKER, 28, a woman in bright 
blue, growls as she maneuvers around scatters possessions, 
struggling to keep up with her pink clad friend. 

A pink agent of chaos, Lena catches up to the vehicular 
streak of silver, first. 

As she closes in on it, she brings her weapon above her head, 
and swings it downwards. 

Cheeky, the racer swerves out of the way, prompting Lena to 
maneuver until she is by the passenger window of the car.    

Through the window, Lena watches the vehicle’s passengers. An 
URBAN PATRICIAN, 51, elegant and formal, fiddles with her 
earring while her young companion, a GAUDY TOMCAT, 28, rococo 
and arrogant, leans back and smirks at the delinquents. 

Unwilling to be shunned by the pompous playboy, Lena lifts up 
her weapon. It pulses with purple electricity. 

In its descent, the speckled surface of the pipe reflects the 
twinkling lights of the Bay Bridge. 

It hits. 

LENA
Ah!

Sparks fly from the blade, and a ball of fire engulfs the 
vehicle.

The motorcyclists pause their stampede, transfixed by the 
fireball. 

For a moment, all is smoke and fire. The Sonic Racer bursts 
out first, casting aside the flames, closely followed by 
Lena. 

The light from the bridge reflects across her eyes. Two 
digital lenses emit a brief shimmer of electric blue. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - SONIC SILVER RACER - NIGHT

A soft thunk of metal hitting glass resonates through the 
sound-dampened, pristine vehicle interior. The Patrician 
brings her hand up to the window and rubs against a small 
scratch left behind by the pink paladin. 
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URBAN PATRICIAN
We should have upgraded our 
security system. 

Gaudy Tomcat pouts, sulking in his seat, and looks out to the 
ball of fire enveloping them. The Patrician rolls her eyes 
and sends Tomcat an aggravated look before checking her 
watch.

Neither passenger notices when the PEPPY CARICATURE, a 
digital miniature of Lena, emerges inch by inch from the 
dashboard. 

The Peppy Caricature brings up a chubby hand to her mouth and 
lets out a digitized cough. 

PEPPY CARICATURE
Ahem.

The couple turn wide, disbelieving eyes to the small 
apparition. 

URBAN PATRICIAN
Impossible...

The Peppy Caricature’s hand extends a finger, and waggles it 
back and forth. 

PEPPY CARICATURE
Naughty... Naughty...

The car jolts, careening left, then right. The passengers 
slam against the windows and reach towards one another, 
screaming. 

PEPPY CARICATURE (CONT’D)
You shouldn’t hurt people who can’t 
fight back. 

The finger waggles. Back and forth, back and forth. 

PEPPY CARICATURE (CONT’D)
It’s time you were taught a lesson. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BAY BRIDGE - NIGHT

Silver wheels skid across black asphalt. Above the sound of 
tires wearing themselves thin, two piercing screams 
reverberate into the night. 

Lena slows to a stop, her expression ruthless.  
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The car lurches off course and barrels towards the bridge’s 
edge, a stark boundary between the bridge and the dark waters 
below. 

Lena continues to smile and scans the crowd of her 
companions. They’ve all stopped to cheer the car’s loss of 
control. 

She looks at her friend Napalm, who pumps her fist in the air 
as she screams in approval. 

With twisted, mirrored energy the Patrician slams herself 
against the window of the doomed machine. She locks pleading 
eyes with Lena. 

Lena’s smile drops and she looks back and forth, her brow 
furrowed, between the car and her friends. The crowd’s 
grimaces merge with the screams of the couple.

Her eyes flash, a digital blue sheen crosses her gaze. 

The racer’s brakes test their limit, smoke engulfs the 
vehicle. The cheers wither into sounds of disappointment as 
the car slows more and more and more until...

The front bumper taps the edge railing of the bridge, and 
stops.  

The Sonic Silver Car bursts into glittered cloud of pixilated 
particles. 

The air freezes. The crowd stills, hands in the air and 
mouths agape. 

LENA
Mierda!

Disembodied, Napalm’s voice chides Lena from beyond Lena’s 
world. 

NAPALM THRILL-SEEKER (O.S.)
Hey!

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - NAPALM’S LIVING ROOM - DUSK

Lena’s eyes stare, unfocused, engulfed by a dull blue light.

At the corner of her vision, a few words display. 

Insert, at the edges of Lena’s vision “V2 PARTIAL IMMERSION”.

The loading screen shifts into focus, a WHITE SYMBOL at its 
center: two abstracted wings projecting from a crescent moon. 
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NAPALM THRILL-SEEKER (O.S.)
Hey!

Lena’s vision clears and she looks around to orient herself. 

A drab studio apartment made in concrete. The living room is 
cluttered in DIY electronics, every appliance taken apart and 
reassembled but with wires and sensors jutting out of their 
shells. 

From the apartment’s only window, the lights of Nuevo’s San 
Francisco’s city life streams in. For a second, the lights 
blur as Lena groans. 

LENA
Full immersion always makes me 
sick. 

Lena looks up to see KAYO, Napalm Thrill-Seeker’s identity in 
the physical world, clamber off a hacked stationary spin bike 
and stomp towards Lena. 

KAYO
You broke the rules! We’re supposed 
to stay in character.

Lena untangles herself from her own spin bike, a sad 
amalgamation of wires and faded greys. 

LENA
I didn’t!

Lena looks down at her hand. 

KAYO (O.S.)
You did! You can’t pretend to be a 
Unicorn and use V2 at the same 
time! They’re all disconnected!

The tattoo is gone.

KAYO (CONT’D)
What is the point of playing in a 
rolep lay server if you’re going to 
use V2?!

LENA
Nobody knows for sure that the 
Unicorns don’t have access to V2. 

KAYO
Nobody becomes a Unicorn unless 
they have no other choice...
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Changing tactics, Kayo steps forward, hands up, the 
peacemaker. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
I’m just trying to create an 
authentic experience. 

LENA
It’s a game. 

KAYO
With rules! Rules put in place so 
we can all have fun. 

LENA
So we can pretend.

KAYO
So players like us can experience 
another person’s life. 

LENA
It’s just a fantasy. 

KAYO
You know what your problem is? You 
think you’re the type of person who 
can is better than the fantasy. 

KAYO steps forward one more time, her face almost touching 
Lena’s. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
But you’re not. At least I leave my 
fantasy in the game. 

LENA
What is that supposed to mean?

KAYO
I’m just saying that I don’t bring 
my savior complex into the world 
outside of V2. 

LENA
Fuck. You.  

KAYO
I bet even if you had a shot at 
living outside the fantasy, you 
wouldn’t take it. 

A short notification sound disrupts them. 
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LENA
I’m out of here. Just give me your 
data key and I’ll submit the Nudge.

KAYO
Oh no... Not this again. 

LENA
I’m just taking precautions. 

KAYO
It’s not legal. Keep me out of it. 

LENA
Kayo! I have to sync our data or 
else it doesn’t work. 

KAYO
No. 

LENA
You won’t get caught. 

KAYO
No! If they figure out that my data 
has been altered, I could get 
fired.

LENA
I don’t alter anything! I just... 
Rearrange it. 

Kayo bites her lip. 

KAYO
Rearrange it? 

LENA
The data is still the same. I just 
offer new interpretations. 

KAYO
Fine... Just make sure I stay out 
of it...

Their eyes flash. Transfer successful. 

Kayo scoffs in disbelief. 

LENA
Thank you. 

Lena’s eyes begin to hum and scintillate continuously.  
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The two stand for some time, staring into space as they take 
in Lena’s work. 

KAYO
Lena... I don’t know how you found 
this program but they’ll disconnect 
you if they...

LENA
I’ll be fine. 

Lena sighs, her work complete. She starts to gather her 
stuff, moving around Kayo’s apartment 

KAYO
Why do you even want to tamper with 
the Nudges? They’re just check-ins. 

Lena pauses, her hand over her uniform’s jacket. 

On the collar, the white symbol: two wings projecting from a 
crescent moon. 

LENA
You never know what they do with 
your data. 

She heads towards the door. 

LENA (CONT’D)
I’ll see you at work tomorrow. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - DOWNTOWN, PARALLEL MARKET STREET - 
DUSK

Lena steps out onto PARALLEL MARKET STREET, a vast throughway 
separating two worlds: the splendid upper levels of Nuevo San 
Francisco from the decrepit HISTORIC DISTRICT below. 

She turns, dons the jacket of her Automationist Uniform, and 
begins walking past looming silver skyscrapers. 

She crosses the street. For a brief instance, beyond the 
tunnel of buildings, the Bay Bridge glitters. 

And then she steps back onto the pavement, and it’s gone. She 
continues forward, past a larger, more impressive building. 
One with a golden symbol above its entrance: two abstracted 
wings extending from a crescent moon. 

Insert, in silver letters below the crescent moon: “AUGURY 
INC.”
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INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - AUGURY INC., SKYLIGHT FLOOR, CINCO 
DE MAYO GALA - NIGHT

The mariachi play their theremins for a monochrome Cinco De 
Mayo party. 

In a coordinated ballroom twirl, the audience flashes lensed 
eyes with electric blue sheens. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - AUGUY INC. CINCO DE MAYO GALA IN 
V2 - NIGHT

Insert, at the edges of the scene: “V2 PARTIAL IMMERSION”.

In V2, the party is in full swing. Overlaid on their 
Automationists uniforms, guests are adorned with colorful 
avatars. Chiseled instead of paunchy, voluptuous instead of 
aging, even animals instead of human.

In V2, anyone can be anything. 

Above them all, a digital unicorn slowly gallops across a 
simulated night sky. 

HUNTER, 26, wiry but armored with sensor-embedded carpal 
tunnel wrist bracers, leans with his back against the wall 
and surveys the crowd. By his side, a BIG DOG IV, a 
mechanical quadruped with a single red lensed eye, silently 
analyzes the gala’s attendants from Hunter’s shadow. 

A few feet to his side, CELANDINE, 64, a mirage in an amber 
luminescence filter, leans forward and watches the Tech 
District leagues below. 

CELANDINE 
Your fellow Enforcers failed in 
Palo Alto, Hunter. The Unicornia is 
coming back to San Francisco. 

The Big Dog IV whirs and lowers itself in a mechanical 
semblance of shame.

HUNTER
There is no excuse, Representative 
Teare. 

INT. AUGURY INC. CINCO DE MAYO GALA - THE CROWD OF DANCING 
AVATARS - NIGHT

Jutting out from the crowd of gyrating avatars, two digital 
unicorn horns bob in time with the music.
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INTERCUT CELANDINE/THE BOBBING UNICORN HORNS

CELANDINE
No, Enforcer. There isn’t. But we 
can learn much from their failure.

The first horn twirls as its hidden head rotates. Halfway, it 
stops, noticing something beyond the crowd. 

CELANDINE (CONT’D)
Because what do we not want to 
happen here? 

HUNTER
The same thing that happened in 
Palo Alto. The riots. 

The first horn swivels back to its companion. It taps its 
neighbor and gestures towards Hunter. Understanding, the 
second unicorn horn bobs up and down in a nod. 

CELANDINE
Exactly. The Representatives from 
the Southern Bay District have 
failed to deal with their own lower 
level inhabitants. 

HUNTER
Yes, Representative. 

Like sharks, the unicorn horns swim through the dancing 
avatars towards Celandine and Hunter. 

CELANDINE
They always had a problem 
maintaining productivity...

HUNTER
Yes, Representative. 

The horns bursts out of the audience to reveal their attached 
bodies: First, RACKETMENSCH, 23, a whiz kid with a muscle 
dramatization filter and a head of purple hair parted by the 
digital horn. He’s followed by NOORBEAST, 22, a nonchalant 
bro with a lesser stature than his companion and a track 
suit. 

Before Hunter can react, they have Hunter sandwiched between 
the two of them, oblivious to Celandine’s presence.  

RACKETMENSCH 
(slurring)

Ni hao, Hunter! 
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He catches himself and brings his hand up in a sloppy salute. 

RACKETMENSCH (CONT’D)
I mean... Sir!

This triggers a giggle fit in Noorbeast. 

NOORBEAST
I’ll never get used to that. 

Racketmensch nods, giggling in agreement. 

HUNTER
What are you two doing?

NOORBEAST
We want to congratulate you on the 
promotion! 

Racketmensch nods in agreement.

RACKETMENSCH
Now you’re no longer a foot 
soldier. 

NOORBEAST
A lowly pawn. 

RACKETMENSCH 
You’ve probably already forgotten 
about us haven’t you?

Noorbeast turns to Racketmensch in a rehearsed manner. 

NOORBEAST
Of course he has, he’s far too busy 
for his friends from the Security 
Division. 

Racketmensch taps his chin and looks up at the ceiling. 

RACKETMENSCH
Do you think he can still take a 
joke?

He stops, alert. His eyes widen and his mouth stretches into 
a capricious grin. 

Racketmensch and Noorbeast share a conspiratorial smirk. 

RACKETMENSCH (CONT’D)
Sir! You have to hear this joke. 
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Hunter, wide-eyed and mortified, can only gape at the 
nightmare that won’t stop. 

RACKETMENSCH (CONT’D)
(to Noorbeast, giggling)

Tell him! Tell him!

Noorbeast giggles and takes another sip of his drink, marking 
the beginning of his joke. 

NOORBEAST
Ok, ok. Why do The Unicorns love La 
Unicornia so much? 

Hunter, still flummoxed, does not respond. Racketmensch takes 
the lead. 

RACKETMENSCH
(conspiratorially)

I don’t know... Why?

Noorbeast throws his hands up in the air, pausing for a split 
second for effect, and then slams them down in a “v” 
formation to frame his crotch. 

NOORBEAST
Because he’s hung like this!

In V2, from the space between his crotch, a large silver 
unicorn horn, inch by inch, rises from his pants. 

The horn’s tip stops a breadth away from Hunter’s face, 
sputters, and spews a soft cloud of digital glitter onto his 
avatar. 

HUNTER
How dare-

CELANDINE (O.S.)
Why do you assume La Unicornia is a 
man?

Realization creeps in. Their eyes widen, and they snap into 
position. Their arms manage a full salute, although their 
movements are sluggish. 

RACKETMENSCH
Representative Teare!

NOORBEAST
Representative Teare!

Celandine does not turn away from the window to repeat 
herself. 
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CELANDINE
Why do you assume that La Unicornia  
is a man?

The two bros look at one another. 

RACKETMENSCH
¿Que? Of course he’s a man!

Celandine remains impassive, the city’s colors reflected on 
her face begin to dull.

CELANDINE
But isn’t it el unicornio, in 
Spanish? Why would they so 
blatantly break the rules of 
language if not to make a point? 

Outside the window, the famous Nuevo San Francisco fog rolls 
in.

CELANDINE (CONT’D)
If not to make the rules, however 
small, work for them?

The two pause. Noorbeast glances towards Racketmensch and 
maintains eye contact with his companion as he opens his 
mouth, falters, and then looks at Celandine. 

NOORBEAST
But girls don’t do what he’s done. 

Celandine straightens and turns to face them. The amber 
filter over her avatar fades, losing its opacity. From 
beneath her digital overlay, grey hair and hints of her dark 
blue Automationist Uniform are revealed. 

And, just above her collar, the dark red mark of a scar 
across her throat flits into view. 

CELANDINE
Women do. 

Racketmensch and Noorbeast cower.

HUNTER
Leave. 

The two idiots scatter and Celandine watches them go. 

CELANDINE
I think that this new challenge 
will be a good opportunity for you 
to move past the Parnassus debacle. 
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Hunter flinches. 

HUNTER
Yes, Representative Teare. 

CELANDINE
Show me that you can ensure... 
Production. 

Celandine continues to stare out into the crowd. 

CELANDINE (CONT’D)
Those two, were not productive. 

HUNTER
Understood, Representative Teare. 

Celandine steps away from the window, the conversation over. 

Celandine’s eyes flash, she disables V2. Before her, the 
window disappears. It was never there. Instead, there is a 
wall, and a silver door. 

CELANDINE
Missing data is useless data, 
Hunter. And nothing is less 
productive then useless data.

She reaches the door. 

CELANDINE (CONT’D)
There is a new program that is 
allowing users more flexibility in 
what data is collected. 

Celandine opens the door, beyond it is a dark hall. 

CELANDINE (CONT’D)
Find it. 

She passes through. 

Behind her, the Big Dog IV engages its limbs and wobbles 
after her. 

The door closes. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - PARALLEL MARKET STREET - NIGHT

Lena takes the long way home through the encroaching fog. She 
and the mists weave between the buildings. The lit windows of 
the luxurious upper levels replace the stars. 
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She turns into a side street and continues through to a 
pristine alley.

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE TENDERLOIN EDGE - NIGHT

She pauses, and looks around in confusion. 

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 PARTIAL 
IMMERSION”.

Lena sighs and flashes her eyes. A translucent map appears on 
the ground before her. A small blinking dot indicates her 
position. 

Insert, in floating blue letter on a digital map: “Tenderloin 
Edge”.

LENA
Ok, now to find a door... 

She continues down the alley. She pauses at dumpsters, boxes, 
and grates, inspecting each one as she goes. Nothing. 

Lena’s shoulders fall, her chest deflates. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Damn...

A shuffling in the gloom catches Lena’s attention. Lena 
squints further into the alley. 

Huddled on the floor ahead of Lena, AMARILLO RENEGADE, 23, a 
woman in a tattered yellow hoodie, raises the covering of a 
sewer tunnel. 

Lena eyes widen. Her stance shifts, battle ready. Step by 
step, she approaches Amarillo Renegade. 

The renegade tries to lift the cover and fails. She stands up 
and takes a step back, revealing a large duffel bag at her 
feet.

Lena moves forward. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Hey. 

The Amarillo Renegade swivels, shielding the bag. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Look, I’m not here to get you in 
trouble or anything. I just have 
some questions. 
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The Amarillo Renegade cants her hips and lifts an eyebrow, 
not convinced.

AMARILLO REGENADE
Really?

LENA 
Really. I’m just trying to get down 
there.

AMARILLO REGENADE
Look, if you’re looking for drugs 
or a fun time, I’m going to stop 
you right now. We don’t need more 
tourists down there. 

LENA
What? No! That’s not what I want. 

AMARILLO REGENADE
Then what do you want?

LENA
I...

AMARILLO REGENADE
Look, darling. Just go home. The 
Historic District isn’t for 
sightseeing. 

The woman turns to Lena but her eyes immediately lock on to 
something behind the heroine. 

BIG DOG IV (O.S.)
(digitized voice)

Halt!

Lena freezes immediately. 

From behind her, a BIG DOG IV ambles towards them from the 
fog.

On its side, Augury Inc’s logo reflects the light.

BIG DOG IV (CONT’D)
Citizens! You are on a commercially 
owned street. Please remain still 
for scanning.  

The Big Dog IV’s lens twinkles. 
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BIG DOG IV (CONT’D)
Lena Quan-Cienfuegos. You no longer 
have authorization to access this 
area. 

LENA
Now wait a- We’ll just leave, OK? 
We’re just lost. 

Lena turns to the Amarillo Renegade. 

LENA (CONT’D)
(with forced levity)

Right? We just got lost. We’ll just 
leave now. 

The Big Dog IV ignores her and directs its lens to the 
Amarillo Renegade. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Damn!

The Big Dog IV begins a new series of clicks and whirs. 
Deeper, more dangerous, they resonate through the fog. 

Lena knows this sound. 

LENA (CONT’D)
(to the Big Dog IV)

Exit program! You cannot arm 
yourself against a citizen unless 
directly attacked!

BIG DOG IV
Second individual is not a 
registered citizen. Please follow 
this unit to the nearest Enforcer 
office.  

LENA
(to Amarillo Renegade)

Why have you disabled your 
identification?

AMARILLO REGENADE
I don’t have identification. 

The Big Dog IV disassembles. Its back splits open and from 
it, its weaponed interior slowly rises.  

It takes aim. 

BIG DOG IV
Please follow this unit. 
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AMARILLO REGENADE
Bad boy! You don’t give orders- you 
take them!

The Big Dog IV takes a step forward. It charges up. 

LENA
What are you doing? Run! 

Amarillo Renegade takes a step back but then looks down at 
the bag. 

LENA (CONT’D)
You’ve got to be kidding me!

The Big Dog IV fires, once, a blank. It hits Amarillo 
Renegade in the sternum. 

AMARILLO REGENADE
Ah!

BIG DOG IV
Please follow this unit to the 
nearest Enforcer office. 

LENA
Stop! You can’t do this! She hasn’t 
done anything wrong!

Another shot, this time in Amarillo Renegade’s ribs. 

AMARILLO REGENADE
Ah! AAH!

BIG DOG IV
Ill-intent assumed from 
unidentified individual. Changing 
combat method. 

From within the Big Dog IV’s mechanism, a different colored 
bullet is placed in the chamber. 

LENA
This is enough! Program override. 

The Big Dog IV does not listen. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Fuck! 

Her eyes briefly flash. 

The Big Dog IV vibrates and hums. 
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BIG DOG IV
Unauthorized override...

The weapons, component by component, return into the 
machine’s chassis. 

The Big Dog IV, disarmed, ambles off into the alley. 

AMARILLO REGENADE (O.S.)
That was anti-climatic. 

Lena turns back to the Amarillo Renegade. 

LENA
What? Did you expect it to explode? 

AMARILLO REGENADE
Not explode... Just... More.

LENA
Well, it’ll just wander about the 
city until an Enforcer finds it. 

AMARILLO REGENADE
You’re not an Enforcer? Then... 
How?  

LENA
I just... Like to get creative in 
V2. It doesn’t matter. You should 
get out of here. 

Lena helps Amarillo Renegade lift the drain’s cover. A ladder 
has been installed that descends into the darkness. 

Lena peers over, at the edge of the darkness. Twinkling 
lights of another city shine back. 

Amarillo Renegade grabs the bag and starts her descent. 
Halfway through she looks up at Lena. 

AMARILLO REGENADE
Thanks and all, but I’m still going 
to lock this after me. 

Lena’s shoulders slump. 

LENA
I understand... Can’t be took 
careful. 

AMARILLO REGENADE
You get it. For all I know, you 
could have called the Big Dog here. 
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She reaches inside her pocket and takes out a small, fake 
tattoo. The sort children would wet and stick on their skin. 
On it, a dark unicorn horn stands out. 

AMARILLO REGENADE (CONT’D)
But if you manage to find another 
way into the Historic District, be 
sure to wear this. 

(winking)
You’re cute and this will stop you 
from being harassed. 

The cover slams down after her, a few clicks and then dead 
silence. Lena stands alone in the alley. 

INT. AUGURY INC. - THE PYTHIA, PRODUCTIVITY CAPSULE - DAY

Lena leans back in her capsule. She stares straight ahead, 
unmoving. She yawns, stretches, and then resumes her bored 
expression. Her lenses flash periodically, the only 
indication that she is working. 

Her eyes stop moving, frozen. Her eyes flicker, looking to 
the edges of her vision.

INT. AUGURY INC. - LENA’S PERSPECTIVE IN V2 - DAY

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 PARTIAL 
IMMERSION”.

At the corner of her sight, a new message. 

INSERT, digital letters in V2: “Lena. You’ve been deemed 
unproductive.”

LENA
What?

INSERT, digital letters in V2: “You know what happens to the 
Disconnected. Don’t go with him.”

Knock, knock. 

INSERT, at the edges of the Lena’s vision: “Use the mark.”

INT. AUGURY INC. - THE PYTHIA, PRODUCTIVITY CAPSULE - DAY

Lena looks up, her eyes dulled without the lenses’s electric 
sheen. 
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Lena’s hand moves to her pocket. She looks at her capsule’s 
opening and then at the press-on tattoo in her hand. 

Knock, knock.

Lena licks the inside of her wrist and presses the tattoo 
onto her skin. She pulls her sleeve over the paper. 

Knock, knock, knock. 

The capsule opens and Kayo peers in. 

KAYO
Hi, Lena. 

Through the capsule’s opening, Lena watches Kayo cast a 
furtive, frightened glance to someone Lena cannot see. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
An Enforcer is here to see you. 

Lena’s eyes widen and she scrambles out of the capsule. 

INT. AUGURY INC. - THE PYTHIA, PRODUCTIVITY ROOM - DAY

Lena emerges from the capsule and finds herself face-to-face 
with... 

HUNTER
Ni hao, Ms. Quan-Cienfuegos. 

LENA
Hunter. Why are you here?

HUNTER
Let’s talk outside, Lena. 

LENA
What’s going on? 

Hunter makes a motion for her to walk in front of him. 

Lena hesitates and looks at Kayo, who just stares. 

She clambers out of the capsule. 

INT. AUGURY INC - THE PYTHIA, ELEVATOR - DAY

Lena plasters herself against one side, opposite Hunter.
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HUNTER
Last night a private camera 
recorded you helping an 
unregistered citizen get away from 
a Big Dog unit. 

LENA
Wait a minute...

HUNTER
When cross-referenced with your 
evening data Nudge, there was no 
record of the incident. 

LENA
I can...

HUNTER
How are you doing it, Lena?

Lena darts her eyes to the floor directory to Hunter’s side. 

Insert, digital numbers above elevator touch pad: “58”. 

LENA 
You wouldn’t understand. 

Hunter looks up at the ceiling, Lena follows his gaze. 

An embedded camera glints back at them. 

HUNTER
I might not be the programmer you 
are, but I’ve made it. I’m an 
Enforcer now.   

HUNTER (CONT’D)
And you’re a security threat. 

Insert, elevator touch pad: “42”. 

LENA
Bullshit. I’ve always supported The 
Pythia just like everyone else. 

HUNTER
But you’ve been corrupting your 
data. Feeding false information. 
And now you’re visiting the 
District Edges. 

INSERT, elevator touch pad: “33”.
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LENA
You’re here to disconnect me. 

HUNTER
Not a full Disconnect. Augury is 
still thankful for your work on 
their deep data. 

LENA
How nice. 

Insert, digital letters above elevator touchpad: “22”. 

HUNTER
Unless you tell us. Who is your co-
developer? 

LENA
I don’t know. 

INSERT, elevator touchpad: “10”. 

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision in V2: “V2 OVERRIDE 
INITIATING”.

HUNTER
Don’t give me that! You’re 
impulsive, but you would never work 
with someone without knowing their 
identity. Give me their name!

Insert, at the edges of Lena’s vision in V2: “V2 OVERRIDE 
AUTHENTICATION COMPLETE”. 

LENA
Just do it. 

Insert, digital letters above elevator touchpad: “B”. 

HUNTER
Fine. 

The elevator doors open. Beyond Hunter, a soft darkness 
awaits. 

Insert, at the edges of Lena’s vision in V2: “DISCONNECTION 
INITIATED”.

HUNTER (CONT’D)
Your V2 connection has been taken 
over, Lena. Until you’re 
reassigned, you won’t be able to 
connect to V2. 
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From the darkness, a white gloved hand reaches out.

HUNTER (CONT’D)
Have fun in the physical world, 
Lena. It’s a lonely place. 

LENA
You can’t keep me out. 

Hunter follows Lena’s gaze and turns. 

HUNTER
What?

Lena takes a chance. 

She punches him. He brings up his wrist brace and her arm 
collides with it. A ripple travels throughout the elevator. 

Lena grabs Hunter by the back of the neck and spins, 
launching herself into the darkness. 

Lena grabs the hand. 

Hunter claws at her Automationist Uniform. Still holding onto 
the hand. Lena kicks behind her, a pink boot flashes...

And connects with Hunter’s face. Time speeds forward. He 
flies to the back of the elevator and collides with the 
railing. 

The doors close. 

INSERT, at the edges of a dark field of view: “V2 
DISCONNECTION INTERRUPTED”.

INT. AUGURY INC. - THE PYTHIA, DISCONNECTED V2 DARKNESS - DAY 

Lena holds onto the hand.

She keeps running. Around her, the sounds of footsteps 
rushing against a concrete surface resonate in the darkness. 
She cannot see. 

She keeps holding onto the hand.

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE TENDERLOIN EDGE - DAY

In a whisper of pixels, the hand disappears. With it, the 
darkness brightens. Above Lena, a sky appears in a gradient 
of blue that gains focus.   
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Lena blinks. Her eyes focus and she looks around, taking in 
the alley.   

A few feet away from her, a the cover of a sewer tunnel  lays 
out of place, to the side. An invitation.  

She hesitates and looks down the opposite direction of the 
alley. In that direction, the alley opens up to Parallel 
Market Street. Lena watches Automationists dash past the 
opening. 

The normal rhythm of passersby is broken when a Big Dog IV 
rounds the corner. 

A pounding starts behind Lena. Hunter is trying to break down 
the door. 

HUNTER (O.S.)
Lena! The Big Dog is pinned on you! 
Just give yourself in. 

The Big Dog IV extends its mechanical limbs and begins to 
bound down the alley. 

Hunter  breaks through the door. He scans the alley and 
smirks when he finds Lena.

Lena runs. 

HUNTER(CONT’D)
Lena...

He teases from behind her. The Big Dog IV bounds after her as 
he relaxes, letting the robot do the work. 

HUNTER (CONT’D)
What are you doing? It’s a dead 
end!

She keeps running. Behind her, the Big Dog IV gains speed. 

HUNTER (CONT’D)
Nobody outruns a Big Dog! Give up!

Lena nears the opening. Through the opening, the darkness 
descends, descends, descends...

The Big Dog IV springs forward, its robotic paws release 
electric pads. They buzz, prepared to immobilize Lena. Just 
before the robot reaches her, Lena dips down, sliding feet 
first into the sewer tunnel.  
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INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE HISTORIC DISTRICT, 
UNREGISTERED ENTRANCE TUNNEL - DAY 

Lena falls. 

Above her, the opening of the drain gets smaller and smaller 
until it is a pinhole of blue sky. Lena grapples at the sides 
of the tunnel in a panic as she tries to slow herself down. 
Her hand connects with a handle and she grabs on, halting her 
descent and slamming her body against the wall.

LENA
Ah!

She tries to steady her breathing but it comes out too 
quickly. She whispers to herself furiously. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Calm down. Calm. Down!

Lena looks down. Far below, a red light streams up from the 
end of the tunnel. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Mierda. 

She looks back up, at the far pinpoint of sky. A dark shadow 
moves across the entrance, blocking the light. The figure is 
amorphous, but Lena can see the glint from its red lens. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Ok. Down then. 

She swings her arm upwards and grabs the handle. Her hands 
begin to work in tandem. A rush of air fills the cavern and 
the paper on Lena’s wrist flutters upwards. Lena peers at her 
wrist. 

A dark unicorn marks her skin. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE HISTORIC DISTRICT, 
UNREGISTERED ENTRANCE TUNNEL  - DAY

LENA (O.S.)
Ah!

Lena’s foot slips. In a rush of sound and air, Lena makes it 
to the bottom of the tunnel. She emerges into a larger 
tunnel, landing onto her hip. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Ow...
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Lena hisses in pain and looks up the towards the way she 
came.  

LENA (CONT’D)
What the...

The tunnel above is short. Much too short to warrant how long 
it took for her to descend through it. 

To the side of the tunnel’s opening, Lena squints and 
notices...

A motherboard, drilled and plastered into the concrete, 
chirps at her.

LENA (CONT’D)
Is that?

KAYO (O.S.)
A V1 mirage created through an 
antique motherboard. They just 
don’t make technology like that any 
more.  

Lena swivels to face Kayo, in her Napalm Thrill-Seeker garb. 

LENA
Kayo?!

KAYO
Konnichiwa! First test: leap 
through the gate. Congratulations. 
And before you ask the obvious...

Before Kayo can continue, Lena leaps to Kayo, hands towards 
her throat. They grapple, ending with Lena on top. 

LENA
You told them! You told the 
Enforcers!

KAYO
No!

LENA
How would Hunter know? Only you 
knew! 

Kayo claws at Lena’s hands around her throat and struggles to 
breathe. 

KAYO
Stop! I didn’t!
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LENA
Then how?! 

KAYO
Please! 

Lena pauses and releases Kayo. Kayo massages her throat.

KAYO (CONT’D)
That’s what we need help figuring 
out. 

LENA
We?

Kayo lifts her arm and pulls up her sleeve to show her wrist. 
She rubs viciously at the skin below her palm. 

Through smears of makeup, a dark unicorn head emerges. 

LENA (CONT’D)
You’re a unicorn!

KAYO
Yeah...

LENA
How did you hide it? 

KAYO
Anti-scanner ink and stage makeup. 
We all have it on different areas 
of our bodies. No pattern for 
Augury to figure out. 

Lena points up to the tunnel she was just in. 

LENA
So that was a test? 

KAYO
More like a deterrence. 

Head back down to Kayo. Lena repeats herself, trying to 
process the situation.  

LENA
And you’re a unicorn.  

KAYO
Yes. 

Lena remains calm and looks around. Her voice gains in pitch. 
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LENA
And this is the Historic District? 

KAYO
An entrance.

LENA
So your plan is to kill me. Kayo, 
Automationists don’t leave the 
Historic District. 

KAYO
Well, clearly that’s not true. 

LENA
Then why am I here? Why bother 
saving me from Disconnection?

KAYO
Look, Lena. I’ll explain more. But 
we should get going. People are 
waiting. 

Lena looks back up towards the tunnel. Far off, the sky has 
turned red with the setting sun. 

LENA
Do I have a choice?

KAYO
Lena, you always have a choice.

LENA
Was this all a plan? Were you a 
Unicorn when you hired me?

KAYO
I... There were a lot of people 
watching you when you came to The 
Pythia. 

LENA
What’s your role in all this?

KAYO
I guess you could say I’m a scout, 
and you’re A Potential. 

LENA
A Potential?

KAYO
Someone who might be able to help. 
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LENA
With what?

KAYO
With this!

Kayo springs her arms open and swivels around through the 
tunnel. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
Is this normal? Do you think this 
is how things should be?!

Her voice echoes to a shrill level. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
Over half of the people in Nuevo 
San Francisco are crammed beneath 
the city! Is this right? How can us 
Automationists live up above while 
there is so much suffering down 
here?! 

LENA
Kayo!

KAYO
Can you, Lena? 

LENA
No! This is...

She looks past Kayo’s arms. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Wrong.

KAYO
Exactly. It’s time to make it 
right. And that can only happen if 
Automationists help. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
Lena, up there is just a fantasy. 
The Upper Levels are built on the 
Historic District. They’ve trapped 
everyone down here. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
Sunlight doesn’t even get into the 
Historic District. 

LENA
No sunlight?
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KAYO
I’ll show you, if you follow me. 

Lena wipes sweat from her brow. 

LENA
I can’t feel the air from the Bay. 

KAYO
We’re completely shut off from the 
water. 

Kayo starts to clamber down the platform. She pauses and 
takes off her jacket, handing it to Lena. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
In case a Disconnected sees you.

Lena takes it and pulls on the jacket over her uniform. 

LENA
Were you the one who helped me?

KAYO
I’m the scout, not the guardian. 

Lena fastens the jacket. She looks back up at the tunnel. 

Hunter is not there. A cloud makes its way across the sky. 

As it passes, the sun returns and shines on Lena’s face. 

KAYO (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Come on! I want to get there before 
the sun goes down. 

They both continue towards the red opening of the tunnel. The 
light becomes brighter and brighter until Lena has to shield 
her eyes. 

LENA
How would you know when that is?

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE HISTORIC DISTRICT  - NIGHT 

There are no binaries in Nuevo San Francisco’s Historic 
District. 

Individuals all along the gender spectrum move throughout 
streets painted in gradients of color, threading between 
classic Victorians merged with the bases of skyscrapers. 
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Lena steps out into the Historic District before Kayo. Far 
above her, Parallel Market Street stretches towards both 
sides of the horizon. Beneath it, a net of support beams and 
pipes intertwine into an impenetrable mesh. 

Kayo was right: no light gets through. 

Lena watches the stream of androgynous, intergender, agender, 
bi and pangender, demigender, and intersex individuals flow 
past her in conductive garb that flickers in response to the 
presence of others. 

As Lena watches, a pair of stained, yellow heels click 
towards a family huddled in a doorway of a dilapidated store 
front. The HUDDLED FAMILY’S MATRIARCH lifts her head to lock 
gazes with a BEARDED PEDESTRIAN, 55, in a daffodil dress. 

A purple sheen crosses their eyes.  Transaction complete. 

LENA
They’re in V1. 

KAYO
Yes. Don’t act so surprised. Dead 
giveaway that you’re a tourist. 

LENA
How?! The infrastructure’s gone. 

KAYO
You saw the mirage. 

LENA
A leftover motherboard is one 
thing! But an entire city... 

KAYO
V2’s just an update. People down 
here... They weren’t given the 
chance to upgrade. Or had the 
option taken away from them. 

Lena looks, stricken, at the mother on the floor, then at the 
receding yellow heels. 

LENA
How can they function? Everything 
is on V2. School, banking...

KAYO
Don’t worry, the Historic District 
will have access to V2 soon. 
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LENA
What?

KAYO
Hunter didn’t just come to The 
Pythia to take you away. He came to 
tell me the plans for a new project 
I’m supposed to manage. 

LENA
What is it?

KAYO
A forced V2 connection. 

LENA
That means they’ll start getting 
Nudges.

KAYO
Exactly. 

They turn off the main street and walk beside a building 
converted into a large advertising platform. The 
advertisement flickers and the videos change:  

A HYPER-FEMININE WOMAN licks the rim of a bottle. She kisses 
the tip and blows a kiss to Lena. 

The scene shifts, and the Hyper-Feminine Woman finds herself 
on a desert island. In the distance, a purse shimmers into 
creation. The Hyper-Feminine Woman begins to crawl towards 
the purse, salivating. 

From off-screen, a FASCIST-CHIC MAN walks into the scene just 
as the surroundings shift to a French Riviera manor setting. 
He pins the Hyper-Feminine Woman by the throat to a bed as 
she puckers her lips and reapplies her lipstick.

KAYO (CONT’D)
Are you hungry?

LENA
Um...

KAYO
You have to try these arepas. Best 
stand in Nuevo San Franciso. 

They approach the AREPA VENDOR, 50, an exhausted woman 
surrounded by clouds of cooking foods. She recognizes Kayo 
and hands her two arepas: a savory cake made of ground maize 
flour. 
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Kayo leans against a wall and hands an arepa to Lena. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
I’ve got a tab.

(she bites into it)
Mmm... I can’t get enough of these! 
Try it!

Lena does, her face dissolves into euphoric bliss. 

LENA
These are amazing! I’ve never seen 
these along Parallel Market Street. 

KAYO
That’s because only abuelas make 
arepas worth having. 

She scans the crowd. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
Overwhelmed yet? 

LENA
Not yet. But I do have a lot of 
questions. 

KAYO
Like?

LENA
Well, you said that you’re a scout. 
How do you find a Potential? 

KAYO
Well, so you know the game?

LENA
The Unicorns simulator?

KAYO
Mhm. Best way to test the character 
of someone. 

Lena licks the food’s remnants off her fingers. 

LENA
But I lose every game. 

KAYO
Do you?
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LENA
I never let the villains off the 
bridge. It’s too...

KAYO
Real?

LENA
Exactly. Their faces, their 
screams... I know its just a V2 
immersion but...

KAYO
Do you know the story behind the 
scans of the couple?

Kayo motions for another arepa.

LENA
You developed the game?

KAYO
I’ve just heard the rumors. They 
were a young couple from the 
Subterranean Sunset.  

FLASHBACK TO: 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE SUBTERRANEAN SUNSET - NIGHT

A battered vehicle weaves through a subterranean tunnel.

KAYO (V.O.)
Great couple with a rocky start. 

A woman’s hand grips a steering wheel. She takes one hand off 
the wheel and grasps the younger hand of the passenger by her 
side. 

KAYO (V.O.)
She was born when there was a 
public district on Ocean Beach and 
told him about the time her cousins 
made a bonfire. 

The Urban Patrician, without the airs given to her within the 
game, looks over to the Gaudy Tom Cat. She smiles. They’re in 
love. 

KAYO (V.O.)
She promised him that she would get 
him to the ocean. 

(MORE)
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They only lived a few blocks away, 
but the barriers made it impossible 
for them to get there.  

The Gaudy Tom Cat and the Urban Patrician intertwine their 
fingers. She lifts his hand and kisses it. The tunnel rushes 
past them outside of the car. 

Through the windshield, they see a series of BIG DOG IIs, the 
bulkier predecessors to the Big Dog IV, line the exit of the 
tunnel. 

Their lenses flash.

They morph into their weaponized state. 

BACK TO:

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE HISTORIC DISTRICT - DAY

KAYO
They never made it to the ocean. So 
The Unicornia immortalized them in 
the game. 

LENA
By killing them over and over in a 
V2 immersion game?

KAYO 
By offering players the opportunity 
to save them, despite what the 
player might think of them. 

LENA
I sent them off the bridge.

KAYO
But you stopped them from driving 
off, even though you thought they 
deserved it. 

Kayo’s sleeve chirps and glows a reminder. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
It’s getting late. We should get 
going.

Kayo nods a farewell to the Arepa Vendor and leads the way. 

KAYO (CONT’D)
Come on. 

KAYO (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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EXT. THE HISTORIC DISTRICT - THE BASTION - DAY

Kayo stops and makes a ta-da motion. 

Looming over her, THE BASTION, a kink bar camouflaged within 
a moldering Victorian, interwoven, as all buildings are in 
the Historic District, between silver skyscrapers. 

Kayo takes off her shirt. 

KAYO
You’re over-dressed. 

LENA
I’m fine, thank you. 

KAYO
Trust me. You’ll stand out. 

LENA
I’m fine. 

KAYO
Suit yourself. 

LENA
What is this place?

KAYO
Our meeting place.

Lena hesitates. 

LENA
This goes beyond authentic. 

KAYO
You’re right. This is immersion. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - DAY 

The Bastion is an explosive bouquet of sights and sounds. 

Within The Bastion, The Unicorns cavort without the 
holograms, without the eccentric digital images floating 
above the guests’s heads, and without V2. 

Lena skirts the side of the crowd and runs into A MISTRESS, 
47, wearing a bedazzled unicorn horn on her forehead. 

The Mistress waves a sensor embedded glove. A few feet from 
her, her PET, 32, jolts forward as his own sensor embedded 
SPANK SUIT lights up and responds to the command. 
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PET
Ah!

The Mistress catches Lena staring. She winks and grabs two 
cookies and a glass of milk from a passing WAITRESS, 23.

MISTRESS
He loves it. 

Lena blushes and moves forward, rising onto her toes as she 
tries to see above the crowd. 

KAYO
This way. 

Together, Kayo and Lena dodge whips and cookie waitresses 
until they both arrive at a back bar. 

INT. THE BASTION - ISSA’S BAR - DAY

Lena sits at the bar and is greeted by ISSA, 60, a leather 
daddy with a formidable purple beard from which anti-scanner 
tattoos web across his face. 

Issa glances towards Lena and slides towards her a small 
white plate.  

On it, a SNICKERDOODLE stares back at Lena the only way a 
cookie can. 

LENA
How did you...

Issa shrugs. 

ISSA
I have a gift. 

Kayo settles next to Lena. She reaches behind the bar and 
extracts a large textbook. She drops it open on the bar 
before her.

Insert, book title: “ELEMENTARY JAPANESE I”. 

KAYO
Lena, meet Issa. The man with the 
most useless super power. 

LENA
Super power? 
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KAYO
Issa can always tell someone’s 
favorite cookie. 

Issa huffs and hands her a chocolate cookie. 

ISSA
No more useless than a Japanese 
woman who can’t speak her own 
language. 

KAYO
Watashi wa... Oh, fuck you!

 EMILIA(O.S.)
Ladies! Keep it civil. 

A more confident, self-assured EMILIA, also known as AMARILLO 
RENEGADE, pops up behind Lena and grabs the cookie out of 
Kayo’s hand before she can take a bite, chomping into it 
instead. 

EMILIA (CONT’D)
Hi babe. 

She’s wearing the yellow hoodie from the night before, and 
Lena recognizes it.

LENA
You!

Emilia sits on Kayo’s lap. 

EMILIA
Hi! Thanks for the help with that 
Big Dog. 

She juts out her hand. 

EMILIA (CONT’D)
I’m Emilia. 

LENA
Lena...

Kayo, absorbed in her textbook, interjects without looking 
up. 

KAYO
Big Dog?

EMILIA
Long story, babe. 
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LENA
Was that another recruitment test?

EMILIA
What? No, no. That was just me 
trying to sneak back after 
collecting supplies. Speaking of...

Emilia reaches down and grabs THE BAG. She hauls it up onto 
the counter where Issa grabs it immediately. 

EMILIA (CONT’D)
Here you go...

(terrible accent)
...muchacho.

ISSA
Thanks. The boss will be happy. 

EMILIA
Where is she?

ISSA
She’s on her way back North. 

EMILIA
Fantastic!

(to Lena)
Today’s your lucky day newbie. Not 
everyone gets to meet The 
Unicornia. 

Lena grips her cookie until it starts to crumble. 

LENA
The Unicornia?

EXT. THE HISTORIC DISTRICT - OUTSIDE OF THE BASTION - DAY

A lone rider’s white wheels, without theatrics, slows to a 
stop in front of The Bastion.

EMILIA (V.O.)
Mhm. 

LENA (V.O.)
What are you doing?

KAYO (V.O.)
I told you, there’s someone who 
wants to see you. 
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One white leather boot descends into view to stabilize the 
rider, then the other.

LENA (V.O.)
But The Unicornia? He started the 
Palo Alto riots!

EMILIA (V.O.)
She’s not going to start a riot 
here. 

LENA (V.O.)
She? 

Tap, tap, tap, the boots hit the street as the wearer strides 
forward. 

KAYO (V.O.)
Use your head, Lena. Would a man 
ever act as viciously as The 
Unicornia?

One of the boots launches forward. It connects with The 
Bastion doors, slamming them open.  

INT. THE HISTORIC DISTRICT - THE BASTION - DAY 

All whipping stops. 

THE UNICORNIA, 31, steps in. She’s a white-clad hellion, her 
coat framing a naked chest with a tattoo: a large white 
unicorn rearing back, its horn pointed directly at her 
throat. 

THE UNICORNIA
Darlings! 

THE UNICORNS cheer. 

THE UNICORNS
Yeah!

The Unicorns part as The Unicornia passes by. 

She strides straight to the bar. Ignoring Lena, The Unicornia 
accepts a glass of milk with a snickerdoodle from Issa. 

The Unicornia takes a bite and lets out a low moan.  

THE UNICORNIA
Issa, you make the best cookies in 
the Bay Union. 
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ISSA 
In the country. 

She pauses and looks down at her cookie, chewing in silence. 

THE UNICORNIA
I wouldn’t know. 

Kayo again reaches behind the bar, this time extracting a 
pencil. She chews the eraser in concentration. 

KAYO
How was the South Bay? 

The Unicornia, still nibbling on her snickerdoodle, slings 
her arm around Kayo and brings her into a side hug. 

THE UNICORNIA
Productive. 

ISSA
Your lieutenant brought down the 
upper-dweller. 

The leader’s shoulders tense for a fraction of a second. She 
relaxes, and her authority returns. 

THE UNICORNIA 
The Paladin, Tetryl Rosado. 

LENA
You know me.  

The Unicorns laugh. 

THE UNICORNIA
You have a reputation in the game. 
So close to the best score,

(another bite)
But you always lose.

EMILIA
You have trouble pulling the 
trigger?

A collective chuckle resonates through the kink bar.

THE UNICORNIA
Good sign.

LENA
Kayo told me that’s why I’m here. 
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THE UNICORNIA
Well, one reason. But now that 
you’ve passed the gate...

The Unicornia reaches down and gently takes Lena’s hand. She 
turns the wrist to reveal the temporary tattoo. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
And accepted the mark... 

She releases Lena. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Now you can take up the cause. 

LENA
Which is?

The Unicornia sighs. 

THE UNICORNIA 
Issa, open a window. 

ISSA
Right. 

Issa reaches towards a plate of oatmeal cookies on the 
counter. He winks at Lena. 

ISSA (CONT’D)
Nobody ever touches the oatmeal 
cookies. 

He lifts the plate and reveals a panel of touch sensors. He 
touches a series of the sensors, which light up one by one. 

The lights dim. The walls lose their texture and are replaced 
by...

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE HISTORIC DISTRICT STREET VIEW - 
NIGHT

A field of advertisements surrounds the Bastion. Each one 
twinkles and reacts when a passerby initiates the automated 
sequence for targeted advertising. 

On the walls of the Historic District:

A woman caresses her thighs and tongues the side of a bottle 
of alcohol as a man grips her neck, almost strangling. 

Breasts pressed against a glass pane with an IP address 
etched onto the skin. 
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Women and men enacting pseudo-violent acts on one another as 
they grapple for beauty items to whiten their skin.

The image is blinding. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - NIGHT

Lena takes stock of what she’s seeing.

LENA
Half of these products are banned.

THE UNICORNIA
Marketed to the Historic District 
by Automationists. And why should 
they care? We’re just those who 
live in the Historic District. 
Those who matter will never see 
what these products do to us.

The Unicornia lifts herself up and hops over the bar. She 
touches a sensor and the wall behind the bar turns into a 
screen. 

The screen reacts to her presence, and a clunky UI pops up 
amongst the liquor and cups. 

Insert, pop up: “What product are you interested in learning 
about?”

When The Unicornia refuses to respond, a countdown begins. 
Once the countdown  completes, the screen flashes, shuffling 
imagery. It finally lands on an array of skin whitening 
creams and pills. 

She first points at the cream. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Probably because I’m unnaturally 
pale. And this one...

She points to an ad for pills. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Now, I’m just some gang leader, but 
my guess is that, up there, some 
dataset suggests that people my 
age, living in the Dogpatch, 
absolutely love this pill- or 
something like it. At least, based 
on how much they use it. 

She points to another one. 
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THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
This data gets back to someone in 
marketing who has no idea that 
maybe, just maybe, their graphs are 
the imprint of a targeted ad 
campaign from a decade ago, all 
intended to get the lower levels 
hooked on a pill they could no 
longer sell up above. 

ISSA
Took years of community organizing 
to counter their fucking efforts. 

The Unicornia places her hand on Issa’s arm, and gives a 
brief squeeze. 

THE UNICORNIA
So back to the marketing intern. 
This person sees the data set, 
doesn’t know the full story. Starts 
thinking crazy thoughts like, “Oh 
hey, must be some untapped market 
down there that’s been overlooked 
all these years.” Sends their 
findings up a few floors, gets a 
contract at the end of their three-
month trial period and BAM!

She slams her fist against the screen. 

A crack forms at the impact point.

LENA
It’s not like this on the upper 
levels. Advertising in private 
settings is considered too 
subliminal. 

THE UNICORNIA
We’re not worried about a few ads. 
That’s not the point. 

The adblocker goes back on. The walls regain their wood 
texture and the kink bar’s gloom returns. With her hand still 
on the screen, The Unicornia releases her fist and traces the 
fissure.

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
You know what they do with the 
Nudges. On the surface, benevolent. 

(MORE)
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Check in on your health, track your 
exercise, recommend restaurants 
based on your tips, your past 
preferences...

She grabs a bottle from the bar and begins to pour herself a 
drink. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Your vices. 

She offers a shot to Lena, which she takes. 

LENA
But all that information is used. 

THE UNICORNIA
And interpreted. 

LENA
By people. 

THE UNICORNIA
People who don’t have any 
connection to you, who don’t know 
you... 

They clink glasses. 

LENA
Who misinterpret you. 

THE UNICORNIA
I like that word. Imagine every 
aspect of your life, 
misinterpreted. Humans are 
marvelous at sorting. We 
continuously sort information we 
accrue from our surroundings. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
But who defines the categories? 

Lena drinks the shot. 

LENA
So you don’t want V2? But V2 has 
taken over everything. Everyone 
uses it. It’s impossible to live in 
this world and not be connected. 

THE UNICORNIA 
No, we do. V2 could be a beautiful 
thing. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
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The Unicornia grabs another cookie and offers the plate to 
Lena, who takes one.  

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
I just think that we deserve some 
agency. 

KAYO
Control. 

THE UNICORNIA
Thank you. Kayo told me that you’ve 
developed a program.  

LENA
Ah...

Lena swivels in her chair to look at the leather show on the 
main floor, picking up where it left off. Behind her, The 
Unicornia leans over the bar until her face is close to 
Lena’s cheek. They both watch the crowd. 

THE UNICORNIA
How did you do it? 

LENA
I know that if I tell you, I won’t 
get out. 

THE UNICORNIA
You’ve heard the rumors. 

LENA
I’ve read the articles. 

THE UNICORNIA
Again. Misinterpretation. 

LENA
And the images. 

THE UNICORNIA
They never publish... 

KAYO
She was an Enforcer. 

Kayo refuses to look up from her textbook. 

THE UNICORNIA
Ah. 

LENA
You don’t know that for sure. 
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KAYO
Oh come on, Lena. 

Kayo slams the book closed.

KAYO (CONT’D)
You’re too smart to be working in 
the Bug Solutions department of The 
Pythia. 

LENA
But my file...

KAYO
Was wiped clean, I know. But who do 
you think you’re fooling? 

The Unicornia straightens, her face moves away from Lena. 

THE UNICORNIA
Fallen. A Fallen Enforcer. You 
brought an Enforcer here. 

LENA
Not fucking fallen. I jumped. 

KAYO
Knew it. 

THE UNICORNIA
Why?

Lena sighs and looks back towards the bar. She eyes a bottle 
of mezcal. Issa follows her look, reaches over, and begins to 
pour a shot. 

LENA
Because I know what they do with 
the data. 

THE UNICORNIA
And what do they do?

FLASHBACK TO:

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - AUGURY INC. HEADQUARTERS - DAY

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 COMPLETE 
IMMERSION”. 

Lena’s hands come up, clad in the Enforcer Bracers and 
Automationist Uniform. At her sides, a violet tinged darkness 
envelopes her surroundings.
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At her side is Hunter, younger. He refuses to look at Lena 
and focuses his attention towards the center of the space.

A BODY, basked in light, shudders at the bottom of the violet-
darkness. The body is on her back, her eyes open looking 
upwards. 

Lena follows her gaze. In the immersed headquarters, there 
are no stars. There is no moon. 

BACK TO:

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - NIGHT

LENA
More than targeted advertising. 

THE UNICORNIA
Exactly. We may not know the 
details, but we know that everyone 
in The Historic District will be 
vulnerable if all their choices, 
their lives, are open for use by 
Augury Inc. 

LENA
I...

THE UNICORNIA
You know Augury. You know the 
Enforcers. Can you honestly say 
that they won’t abuse their new 
knowledge?  

LENA
They would... Of course they would.

THE UNICORNIA
Then how do you do it?

Lena hesitates one last time. 

LENA
I know that no data set is 
complete. There is always missing 
information. 

KAYO
Missing information. 
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LENA
And learning methods can handle 
that but it leads to, well, false 
predictions. 

THE UNICORNIA
Misinterpretation. 

LENA
I use the Nudges... I feed Augury 
enough missing information, or 
false information, that nobody can 
create a profile on me. 

FLASHBACK TO:

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - AUGURY INC. HEADQUARTERS - DAY

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 PARTIAL 
IMMERSION”. 

Lena struggles to breathe. The body is still there but the 
violet darkness is gone. She stands surrounded by Enforcers 
and cold metal.    

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “ACCEPT NUDGE FOR DATA 
COLLECTION”. 

Lena looks down at the body.

INSERT, at the opposite edges of Lena’s vision: “RUN V2 
MANIPULATION”

Lena looks around. Hunter is talking to the Enforcers. Nobody 
pays attention to her. 

Lena’s eyes look upwards. 

INSERT, highlighted letters at the center of her vision: 
“PROGRAM INITIATED”

BACK TO:

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - NIGHT

LENA
Augury builds a profile for you 
based on the data you feed it in 
each Nudge. The key is to omit the 
most important information and only 
send in data that is plausible but 
not useful. 
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THE UNICORNIA
So if anyone looks closely at your 
data, it won’t seem suspicious that 
certain data is missing. 

LENA 
Exactly. But what’s most important 
is that the data creates a 
believable, false profile. Based 
off of the nudges I’ve been 
sending, a data engineer at Augury 
would see me as a middle aged black 
man who is looking to spice things 
up with his lover. 

THE UNICORNIA
Ha!

KAYO
How? 

LENA
Well, none of the information I 
have been including in the nudges 
contradict what’s already on file.. 
I still like jazz, go to the 
Fillmore often, and buy lingerie.  

Lena picks up a third cookie. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Gift wrapped. 

Kayo raises her eyebrows. 

FLASHBACK TO:

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - AUGURY INC. HEADQUARTERS - DAY

Insert, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “Program Complete”.

Lena pushes herself away from the body and past Hunter, who 
tries to stop her. 

HUNTER
Lena. 

LENA
Don’t!

Finally she reaches the silver doors that lead out of the 
space. She pushes them...
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INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - AUGURY INC. ENFORCER SURVEILLANCE 
OFFICE - DAY

And stumbles into the Enforcers’s Surveillance Office. 

A field of productivity capsules stretches beyond the 
boundaries of Lena’s sight, each manned by an Enforcer. 

Every Enforcer the same race, the same gender. 

BACK TO:

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - NIGHT

LENA
A machine-learning algorithm with 
encoded racism plus 
heteronormativity equals middle 
aged black man with a love for 
silk.

THE UNICORNIA
How? 

LENA
I subvert expectations and don’t 
fall within any one category Augury 
had created. 

THE UNICORNIA 
And your birth records don’t 
correct their assumptions? 

LENA
Technically you opt into V2. It’s a 
private service. They can’t access 
your official records. All 
information you give is voluntary.  

THE UNICORNIA 
But if you don’t...

LENA
You end up down here. 

Everyone falls silent. Issa fills Lena’s glass and starts to 
pour shots for everyone.

LENA (CONT’D)
Look, I think Kayo got the wrong 
idea when she saw me use the 
program. 
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THE UNICORNIA
How so?

LENA
I didn’t develop that program. 

FLASHBACK TO:

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - LENA’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 PARTIAL 
IMMERSION”.

Lena takes a long draw from the bottle and sinks further into 
her couch. 

The BODY, now translucent in V2, is draped across her coffee 
table. 

In V2, TANSY, an anonymous user, contacts Lena. Their 
conversation scrolls across the translucent body on Lena’s 
coffee table. 

TANSY
(in digital letters across 
Lena’s vision, in V2)

Lena. Look at what you’ve done. 

LENA
(in digital letters across 
Lena’s vision, in V2)

I can’t make her get off my table. 

TANSY
V2 is, ultimately, an extension of 
the mind. She won’t go away until 
you calm down. 

Lena brings the bottle back up, her hand is shaking. 

LENA
I am calm. 

TANSY
Have you thought about the program?

LENA
I tested it today.

TANSY
What?
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LENA
The Nudge didn’t bring up any 
errors. So I’m assuming it worked. 
But...

Lena brings up her profile in V2. Her digital likeness stands 
above the translucent corpse. Next to it, an intricate 
decision tree appears. She focuses on a node. 

LENA (CONT’D)
The missing data wasn’t enough to 
make a difference. 

TANSY
The new data has to be more heavily 
weighted than the old. It’ll take 
time, but their algorithm will 
learn.  

LENA
Then, I have to leave the 
Enforcers. The method can’t keep 
receiving data associated with 
them. 

TANSY
Yes. 

LENA
And then...

TANSY
And then find those who need this 
most. Find the Unicorns. 

Lena looks at the woman’s body. Maybe its her drink, but it 
seems that the image fades a little. 

BACK TO:

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - NIGHT

Kayo jumps up, sending her textbook to the floor. 

KAYO
What?! But I saw you!

LENA
I didn’t develop it. 

KAYO
Then how?
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LENA
It’s a puzzle. There are pieces 
that are accessible through V2, but 
you have to figure out how to put 
them together. 

THE UNICORNIA
And you have it now. 

LENA
No. My connection isn’t secure. I 
can’t access it. 

THE UNICORNIA
What do you mean?

LENA
If I try and access it here, Hu- 
Augury will be able to trace my 
connection. 

The entire group pauses, understanding dawning on all of 
them. 

LENA (CONT’D)
So I can’t help you. 

The crowd is grim. They eye one another without moving a 
muscle.

The “EXIT” sign over the door overpowers Lena’s mind. It is 
all she can see.

THE UNICORNIA
Oh, don’t look so panicked. We’re 
not going to do anything to you 
just because you can’t help us.

LENA
But I know your location. I know 
what you look like!

THE UNICORNIA
And so does everyone else. But the 
Historic District is filled with 
loyalists to The Unicorns. 

Lena hesitates. 

KAYO
Lena, it’s alright.

Lena’s panic subsides. Her mind sets to work on a solution. 
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LENA
There might be a way. 

THE UNICORNIA
How so?

LENA
I would need to find a location 
where I can set up a secure 
connection, or...

LENA (CONT’D)
Or we could try and find the 
original developer.  

THE UNICORNIA
Would that even be possible?

LENA
There are rumors in V2 about who it 
could be. Well, there are a few 
theories. 

(she turns to The 
Unicornia)

But nothing concrete.

The Unicornia smiles. 

THE UNICORNIA
That’s a shame. 

LENA
Yes. 

The Unicornia laughs. 

THE UNICORNIA
Thank you, Lena. I think that we 
need to consider this. Lena, follow 
me upstairs? You can sleep in my 
room tonight. 

The Unicornia’s inner circle exchange looks. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Don’t start. It’s the only place 
with a bed that’s not for whipping. 

She starts to head away from the bar. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
I’ll be right back. Issa, clear out 
the place. 
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ISSA
Got it. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO --  THE UNICORNIA’S ROOM - NIGHT

The color of The Unicornia’s inner sanctum is a garish 
yellow. 

The Unicornia leads Lena into a room covered in yellow 
flowers, small potted plants with resilient and stubborn 
blooms huddled beneath clusters of ultraviolet lights. 

At one end, above the bed, an organic shrine holds a small 
violet flower. 

LENA
What happens to The Disconnected 
down here? 

THE UNICORNIA
Ah. I heard an Enforcer gave you a 
taste of a full Disconnection. 

LENA
I guess I’m lucky. When you get 
disconnected, is it permanent?

THE UNICORNIA
No. Augury likes to leave room for 
hope. But they’re blinded. The only 
way a Disconnect can see again is 
to...

LENA
Remove the lenses. 

THE UNICORNIA
Yes. 

LENA
How many people take that option?

THE UNICORNIA
Not many. Most petition for 
Reconnection. A few are accepted. 
The rest, well, they hold onto 
hope. 

LENA 
I don’t think I could do that. Even 
for those few minutes, it was like 
being doubly blind.  
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Lena caresses a flower. The Unicornia approaches Lena. 

LENA (CONT’D)
It was awful. 

The Unicornia smiles. 

THE UNICORNIA
Hey, let me show you something. 
Come on. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION’S ROOF - NIGHT

The Unicornia and Lena clamber out of the bedroom window and 
onto the Victorian’s roof. 

THE UNICORNIA
I hope it’s not too foggy. 

LENA
Why would that matter down here?

THE UNICORNIA
Hold on, hold on.

The Unicornia looks up, searching. She sidesteps and slips 
around the roof until she finds what she is looking for. 

She points.

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
There! Come see. 

Lena, less athletic, scrambles along the roof until she 
reaches The Unicornia. Standing close to the older woman, her 
gaze follows The Unicornia’s outstretched finger. 

Between three interlocking sky bridges, Lena can catch a 
slight glimpse of starlight and... 

LENA
The moon! You can see the sky from 
down here. 

THE UNICORNIA
See? The Historic District isn’t so 
bad.  

Lena sits down first. She holds her hand out to The 
Unicornia. 

After a beat, The Unicornia takes Lena’s hand. Her white 
gloved hand squeezes Lena’s. 
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Lena points up. 

LENA 
Hey! I think that’s Mars. 

THE UNICORNIA 
No! That’s definitely Venus. 

Lena looks over at The Unicornia, her features soft. When she 
turns back towards the sky, The Unicornia does the same. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE UNICORNIA’S ROOM - DAY

Day-glow streetlight filters in through the Victorian’s 
windows. Lena lays on the bed, awake, staring at the ceiling.

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - DAY

Kayo, Issa, Emilia, and The Unicornia are gathered at the 
bar, their conversation at a standstill. 

Lena walks in, breaking the silence. 

THE UNICORNIA
Lena! We’ve just been trying to 
decide how to proceed. 

LENA
Well, I need to go back. 

EMILIA
That’s crazy!

KAYO
It’s too dangerous!

LENA
I don’t need to physically go back. 
I need to access my V2 cluster. 

THE UNICORNIA
You think you can get the program?

LENA
I’ve hidden parts of the code all 
around V2. I think I might be able 
to get them back, but I need a 
connection that will be hard to 
trace.

The group falls silent to think. 
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THE UNICORNIA
I know a place, but you’ll need a 
ride. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION BASEMENT - NIGHT

The Unicornia’s white-gloved hands grip a sheet and hoist it 
off a shrouded form stationed in the middle of The Bastion’s 
basement. For a brief moment, Lena’s vision is consume by the 
white sheet.

As the sheet settles off of the form, The Unicornia stands 
next to a yellow motorcycle. 

LENA (O.S.)
I love it, but no. 

KAYO (O.S.)
It’s really not that different than 
in V2. 

LENA (O.S.)
There is definitely a difference 
between this, and steering a hacked 
exercise bike.

The Unicornia smirks playfully.

THE UNICORNIA 
This baby drives herself. 

LENA
No. 

THE UNICORNIA
Lena, this is insurance. If the 
Enforcers find us, we’ll have to 
scatter.  

Lena approaches the motorcycle. Her pink nails stand out 
against the yellow frame as she caresses it. Finally, she 
swings her leg over the bike and settles in. 

LENA
Just like in The Unicorns 
simulator. 

THE UNICORNIA
We developed as realistic a game as 
possible. 
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EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE - NIGHT

INSERT, along the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 PARTIAL 
IMMERSION”. 

Lena is a streak of yellow light as she crosses the Golden 
Gate Bridge on her new motorcycle. The Unicorns flank her 
sides, forming a cascade of color at her side. 

Between the two towers of the Golden Gate Bridge, a 
translucent banner for Augury Inc. floats above the caravan. 

The Unicornia pulls up closer to Lena on her own motorcycle 
and looks at the floating logo. 

LENA
I guess they won the auction. 

The two near the end of the Golden Gate Bridge and their 
lighting disappears. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE MARIN HEADLANDS - NIGHT 

THE UNICORNIA
Turn up your headlights. 

Lena waves her headlights up a notch. The road in front of 
her is flooded with an intense white light. The Unicornia 
continues to yell over the sound of the motorcycle. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Be careful! The city stopped 
providing power to this area after 
The Exodus.

Lena follows the pale red back lights of The Unicornia’s 
motorcycle. The lights blur and lull Lena’s vision into a 
swirl of dark reds and blacks.  

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 CONNECTION LOST”. 

LENA
Here! I’ve lost the connection!

THE UNICORNIA
Then this is the place!

They veer off the deserted highway, onto a smaller road that 
ascends into the hills. 
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EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE MARIN HEADLANDS NATURE RESERVE 
- NIGHT

A dark ocean at one side of her, and the silver city of Nuevo 
San Francisco at the other, Lena stands atop an outlook. 

LENA
This will work. We’re remote enough 
that it will take Augury a while to 
pinpoint my location if they detect 
my presence in V2. 

Below the twinkling lights of the city’s urban landscape, The 
Historic District stands mummified in a city-wide slab of 
concrete.

THE UNICORNIA (O.S.)
But there is still a risk. 

Behind Lena, the Unicornia perches atop a collapsed bench. By 
her side lurches a large sign, painted over in multiple 
layers of graffiti. 

INSERT, barely perceivable letters below spray paint: “MARIN 
HEADLANDS NATURE RESERVE”. 

LENA
Even though Augury stopped mapping 
the headlands, there’s still a risk 
that Hunter will be reach us very 
quickly once he pinpoints me.

In the far distance, the Augury Inc tower rises the highest 
of all. 

LENA (CONT’D)
They’ve also had time to prepare. 

THE UNICORNIA
So how will you be able to access 
your cluster?

LENA
Does your V1 lens have graphic 
visualization capabilities?

THE UNICORNIA
Of course. 

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 PARTIAL IMMERSION 
DOWNGRADE FOR LOCAL CONNECTION”. 

Their gazes lock, The Unicornia’s eyes flash purple. 
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THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Is this risky?

LENA
I’m just sharing what I see.

On the ground between them, thin blue lines form a web from a 
central node. The web grows until the two women are immersed 
in its vertices. 

LENA (CONT’D)
I’ll have to stay close to the 
edges of my network. 

The sound of another motorcycle. Kayo, with Emilia riding on 
the back of the bike, comes to a braking halt at the outlook. 

KAYO
I saw a sign back there. I didn’t 
realize this place was a nature 
reserve. 

THE UNICONIA
It isn’t. That’s just a ploy to 
show investors how productive this 
place has been since the exodus. 
It’s not open to the public.   

EMILIA
It isn’t?

THE UNICORNIA
Yeah, they claim this is home to 
native plants and animals.

She reaches down and plucks a yellow flower. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Like this tansy. 

KAYO
This entire area is closed for a 
flower. 

LENA
Tansy?

THE UNICORNIA
Not just this flower. To be fair, 
there are animals and plants here 
that are worth protecting. But, 
they never get mentioned next to 
the beautiful tansies. 
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The Unicornia hands Lena the flower, who accepts it.

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Ironically, it’s a poisonous flower 
that isn’t even native to the Bay 
Union. 

KAYO
A poisonous flower. 

THE UNICORNIA
Only if eaten in large quantities. 

LENA
Then why would anyone care about 
it?

THE UNICORNIA
Nobody does. This flower is just 
used for the gains of others.

The wind rises and kicks up sand. Lena checks her sleeve. The 
time scrolls across the conductive fabric. 

LENA
I have to do this soon.  

EMILIA
Is there a risk?

LENA
I’m sure their Enforcers are 
waiting for me to try and reconnect 
to my V2 cloud. 

THE UNICORNIA
Unless they’ve already cracked it 
themselves. 

Lena chortles. 

LENA
Not likely.

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE MARIN HEADLANDS - NIGHT

Lena looks out to the Golden Gate Bridge beyond. The 
Unicornia and her companions watch from afar. Lena focuses 
and her eyes flash the electric blue sheen of V2.
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INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - MARIN HEADLANDS/LENA’S APARTMENT 
IN V2 - NIGHT

INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “V2 PARTIAL 
IMMERSION”.

The transition into V2 is not seamless. With static and 
digital flickers, the Marin Headlands is masked by Lena’s 
apartment forming around her in V2. 

Lena looks around at her apartment. 

Translucent, electric blue lines outline her walls, 
furniture, and appliances. Lena steps onto the outline of her 
carpet, sprinkled with tuffs of grass where the Marin 
Headlands pierce through her tenuous connection to V2.

LENA
Not here...

Lena commits a large, sweeping look across the V2 model of 
her living room. As her gaze passes over various items, their 
outlines glow for a brief moment. 

Lena approaches the outline of her coffee table. She reaches 
down and tries to touch it. The digital overlay flickers and 
lags in its rendering as her hands passes through the 
electric blue wood grain pattern. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Damn lag...

Leaving the coffee table aside, she moves towards the V2 
models’ outline of her hallway. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE MARIN HEADLANDS - NIGHT

The Unicorns watch Lena move through the digital apartment.

KAYO
Boss, do you really think this is a 
good idea?

THE UNICORNIA
She is the only one who will listen 
to us. It takes an outsider to be 
able to see a different 
perspective. 

EMILIA
Do you think she is enough of an 
outsider, though?
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THE UNICORNIA 
We’ll find out. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE MARIN HEADLANDS/LENA’S HALLWAY 
IN V2 - NIGHT

Immersed in fog, Lena walks up the high dunes of the Marin 
Headlands, following the blue outline of her apartment 
hallway. 

At the top of the dune, an electric blue door awaits her. Her 
hand hovers over the V2 composite image and she watches it 
flicker and react to her hand. 

With her fingertips, she traces the outline of the doorknob. 
Closing her hand around it, she makes a turning motion and 
pushes the “door” inwards...

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE MARIN HEADLANDS/LENA’S ROOM IN 
V2 - NIGHT

And emerges at the precipice of a cliff, the outline of her 
bedroom hovering over the edge. 

Lena takes in her bed, its frame outlines the undulating 
waves of the sea below, and her ceiling is a drapery of 
start. Skirting as far along the edge of the cliff as she 
dares, Lena looks into her room. 

LENA
Where did I put it?

She keeps skirting along the edge and approaches the bed, 
then her night stand. She pulls out a drawer.  

Nothing. 

She inches towards her bed. She crouches down and tries to 
peer under the outline. 

Her foot slips a bit along the cliff, sending rocks below. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Ah!

Further digging her fingers into the sandy-dirt beneath her, 
Lena checks under the bed. 

Nothing but stars and wind. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Mierda. 
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Lena gets up. She notices the mirror at the far end of her 
bedroom in V2, just past the edge of the cliff.  

LENA (CONT’D)
Maybe...

She looks at the mirror, as she approaches, the faint 
electric blue lines of V2 shift to create a digital 
reflection of herself. H

Her reflection is younger, and wears the Automationist 
Uniform. 

Lena brings her hands up. Her V2 reflection raises her arms, 
bearing Enforcer bracers.

LENA (CONT’D)
I’m not this person anymore. 

The reflection’s mouth does not move. Instead, the digital 
reflection’s brow furrows and reaches towards her, her hand 
forming a fist.  

LENA (CONT’D)
Change!

The reflection flickers, and for a moment Lena sees a digital 
likeness of her current self staring back. 

The reflection’s hand continues towards her. It pauses just 
at the boundary of the mirror, unable to break the digital 
glass. 

LENA (CONT’D)
How...

Lena reaches towards the mirror and places the tips of her 
fingers upon the mirror. Her finger dips, ever so little, 
into the digitized mesh. 

LENA (CONT’D)
What? 

She continues to dip her fingers further and further into the 
image. Her reflection is waiting on the other side and takes 
Lena’s hand, slowly rotating it until the Unicorn press-on is 
face up. 

Her reflection places a small flower, effervescent and 
glowing, into Lena’s hand.  

Lena releases the flower. In a slight breeze of pixels the 
flower evaporates. Her lenses flare briefly. 
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INSERT, at the edges of Lena’s vision: “PROGRAM DOWNLOADED”. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Thank you. 

Lena moves to pull her hand out of the mirror but her 
reflection grabs a hold of her wrist. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Hey!

Her reflection begins to pull Lena towards her, the 
reflection’s face intent. With each step, Lena slides closer 
and closer to the edge of the cliff. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Stop! 

With each step, the facade of Lena’s reflection begins to 
deteriorate. As if with the marine air of the headlands, 
pixels fly off the reflection, shedding its digital 
camouflage. 

A digital projection of Hunter in V2, sporting the horrifying 
visage of the crazed, grips Lena harder. 

HUNTER
Found you. 

LENA
Hunter!

Hunter’s V2 self keeps pulling her forward. She nears the 
cliff and she skids and slips as she tries to get away. 

HUNTER
Lena, I don’t want you. Just give 
me the person behind the program.

LENA
I. Don’t. Know!

HUNTER
Bullshit! Lena, there is no way you 
made the program yourself. 

Lena’s leg slides underneath her and she falls to the ground, 
Hunter’s digital self still dragging her. 

LENA
Let go!

HUNTER
Tell me!
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Lena’s hip dangles off the cliff. Hunter’s digital likeness 
grasps her wrist tighter. 

HUNTER (CONT’D)
I will find you!  

He wrenches her forward and off the cliff. For a brief 
instant, Lena is floating above the ocean, staring at the 
stars above. She sees the moon. 

THE UNICORNIA (O.S.)
Lena!

Two white gloved hands grab Lena as The Unicornia hurls 
herself after Lena. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Hold on!

Kayo and Emilia run up to meet them, they grab The Unicornia 
and help her drag Lena back onto the dunes. 

LENA
We have to get out of here! 

THE UNICORNIA
What happened?!

LENA
Hunter.  

The Unicornia’s eyes widen and she scrambles to her feet. 

THE UNICORNIA
Get to the bikes.

They all scramble down the dunes towards their bikes. They 
almost make it. 

A low whirring sound grows louder and louder from the dune 
shrubs. Lena swivels and faces a Big Dog IV advancing from 
the darkness, its lensed eye aiming towards her face. 

BIG DOG IV 
Citizen Quan-Cienfuegos, you have 
been placed under private arrest by 
the jurisdiction of Augury Inc., by 
civil-corporate code H2044. 

The lensed eye scans her face. 
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BIG DOG IV (CONT’D)
Please, citizen, follow me. If you 
resist, program XB11 will initiate. 
Please state “Yes” if you comply.  

LENA
No!

Kayo
Enforcers!

The Big Dog IV swivels its lens towards the Unicorns. Before 
they can react, the lens scans their eyes. 

BIG DOG IV
Processing. Please wait. 

EMILIA
I don’t see any! It’s just this Big 
Dog!

BIG DOG IV
Two unregistered citizens 
processed. 

THE UNICORNIA
Get away from it!

The Big Dog IV turns to Kayo. 

BIG DOG IV 
Citizen Fischer. Proximity to two 
unregistered citizens has been 
interpreted as a kidnapping or 
collaboration with criminal intent. 
Please state “YES” if you are being 
kidnapped. 

KAYO
Fuck you. 

BIG DOG IV
Collective dissent registered. 

The Big Dog IV approaches. With each step, it jitters with 
uncontrollable mechanical horror, and it weaponizes. From its 
spine, an automatic weapon takes aim at the Unicorns. 

THE UNICORNIA
Get down!

The gun kicks to life, sending sand kicking up in a curtain 
of bullets. 
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The Big Dog springs forward, its front legs extended towards 
Lena. Lena manages to evade the beast’s first attempt and 
scrambles across the dunes towards the cliff. 

THE UNICORNIA (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Watch out!

The Big Dog IV leaps forward. Time slows, Lena turns to face 
her robotic attacker. Its mechanical paws collide with her 
chest, pushing her backwards. 

LENA
Ah!

BIG DOG IV
Please remain still. Your arrest is 
being processed. 

LENA
Fuck you! 

EMILIA (O.S.)
Lena! Stop it!

Lena focuses and her eyes flash, and the Big Dog IV’s lens 
flash in response. 

Nothing happens. 

EMILIA (CONT’D)
Lena!

Lena tries again. This time when the Big Dog IV’s lens 
flashes, the robot’s weapons return to their shell. The 
mechanical canine does not, however, stop crouching over 
Lena. 

BIG DOG IV
Override attempt detected. 
Malicious intent assumed. Security 
measures initiated. 

The Big Dog IV lowers its head to Lena’s face. 

BIG DOG IV (CONT’D)
(in Hunter’s voice)

Got you. 

The Big Dog IV’s lens focuses. A laser hits the side of 
Lena’s face. 

BIG DOG IV (CONT’D)
(in Hunter’s voice)

Force Disconnection.  
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A high pitch whirring sound replaces the Big Dog IV’s low 
mechanical growl. 

BIG DOG IV (CONT’D)
(digitized voice)

Command registered.

The Big Dog IV’s paws clamp against the sides of Lena’s head, 
holding it in place.  

BIG DOG IV (CONT’D)
 Forced Disconnection initiated.

Lena slams her head back and forth against the metal, trying 
to get away. 

BIG DOG IV (CONT’D)
Begin.

From its lens, the Big Dog IV shoots a laser into Lena’s eye. 

LENA
Ah!

She screams and screams and screams. 

THE UNICORNIA
Lena!

The Unicornia slams her body against the Big Dog IV. It’s 
barely shaken, and continues.  

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Help me!

Kayo and Emilia race over and start pushing at the Big Dog 
IV’s body. The robot teeters briefly but rights itself. 

Lena tries to prop her foot on the Big Dog’s underside and 
push. She manages to make it lose its balance, and it falls 
to the side, crushing her. 

LENA
Ah!

THE UNICORNIA
Get it off her!

In desperation, The Unicornia shoves her hand into one of the 
dog’s joints, gripping at the wiring underneath its hard 
exterior shell. She pulls, leveraging her weight so that it 
begins to topple towards the edge of the cliff. 
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THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Get. Off. Her! 

The Big Dog IV falls sideways, ripping into the skin of The 
Unicornia’s hands, before plunging down the cliff. 

Released, Lena gasps and rolls over to watch the robotic 
canine fall, fall, fall... The last thing she can see through 
the darkness, its red lens flickering through the fog.

CUT TO: BLACK

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE MARIN HEADLANDS, LENA’S 
PERSPECTIVE - NIGHT

The screaming won’t stop. It is transported by the wind and 
causes the sand to ripple. 

With blurred vision, Lena watches The Unicornia crouch in 
front of her. The Unicornia’s bloodied hands come up to frame 
her face. Lena looks closer, the gloves have been torn to 
shreds. 

Beneath torn white cloth, Lena can make out thin, white scars 
across The Unicornia’s skin, forming a web of damaged tissue. 

THE UNICORNIA
You’re going to be fine... Lena...

The Unicornia reaches up and her hand disappears from Lena’s 
vision when it crosses into her fresh blind spot. 

KAYO (O.S.)
Fuck...

THE UNICORNIA
Shut up and focus! 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO- THE MARIN HEADLANDS - NIGHT

Lena crouches on the sand, The Unicornia kneeling in front of 
her. Lena clutches the side of her face, blood seeping 
between her fingers, her mouth open in a perpetual scream. 

The Unicornia cradles Lena’s head. She reaches to Lena’s face 
and carefully, gingerly, moves Lena’s hand. Emilia and Kayo 
gasp. 

Her eye is destroyed. A gaping hole at her iris, her lens 
fused to the edges of the new void.  

The Unicornia sucks in air true her teeth. 
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LENA
How... Bad...? 

KAYO
Lena, I am so sorry. I didn’t know. 
I couldn’t know!

THE UNICORNIA
For fuck’s sake, Kayo. Shut up!

The Unicornia draws Lena towards her and embraces her, 
placing her lips at Lena’s temple. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
You are strong. You are so strong. 

Tears trail down the side of Lena’s face, blood at the other. 
She chokes out.

LENA
I can’t go back...

The Unicornia just holds her as she trembles and sobs. 

LENA (CONT’D)
I can’t go back...

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - NIGHT

The Bastion stands empty. Emilia bursts out of the kitchen 
and tosses a bag onto the bar counter. She pushes the plate 
of oatmeal cookies aside and slams her hand against the 
sensor. Beneath the counter, a safe hisses open. Emilia 
starts shoving cash into her bag.

Next to the bag, laying on the counter, Lena is examined by 
Issa. 

He sighs and wraps a strip of gauze across her eye. 

ISSA
We’ll have to keep checking for an 
infection. I wasn’t able to get the 
lens out. It’s fused into your eye. 

Lena reaches up, palming the side of her face.  

LENA
I can’t feel my face...

ISSA
That would be the drugs. 
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LENA
How do you know how to treat this?

ISSA
You aren’t the first forced 
Disconnection I’ve seen. You are, 
however, the first upper level 
citizen that’s gotten one. 

LENA
Thank you...

Issa begins packing his instruments into a large duffel bag. 

ISSA
Don’t thank me. I wasn’t able to 
save your eye. And...

LENA
I can’t connect to V2. 

ISSA
At least not in the same way. 

The Unicornia storms through the front door and starts to 
unload makeshift melee weapons on the counter.

THE UNICORNIA
Everyone take one. These might give 
us a chance if the Enforcers catch 
up to us. 

KAYO
Boss...

The Unicornia ignores her. 

THE UNICORNIA
We don’t have time! They could be 
here any minute.  

She turns around and finally lays her eyes on Lena. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Are you in pain?

LENA
I can’t feel my face. 

THE UNICORNIA
We have to move. Hunter knows 
you’re with us. 
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LENA
I need to leave the city. 

KAYO
No. 

LENA
You’ve already thought about this. 
That’s why Emilia is packing the 
bag. 

Emilia freezes, her hand clutching some cash. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Is all that for me?

THE UNICORNIA
It’ll get you far from the Bay 
Union. 

KAYO
No! She was never supposed to 
leave. 

LENA
I wasn’t supposed to get caught. 
Kayo, I can’t go back. Even if I 
could.. I can’t create anymore... I 
can’t...

Her other eye shimmers faintly. 

LENA (CONT’D)
I think I can transfer in close 
proximity but... I can’t see in V2 
anymore. 

THE UNICORNIA
Hey, it’s not so bad. 

She smiles. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Some of us live without V2 
everyday. Now, before we head 
out...

The Unicornia takes Lena’s hand and turns it, revealing the 
fake tattoo. It’s already begun to peel off. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Let’s give you a permanent one. 
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Lena smirks and takes off her shirt. She places her hand over 
her heart. 

LENA
I want mine right here. 

THE UNICORNIA
Deal. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - NIGHT

The Unicorns stand in solemn respect outside The Bastion. 
Issa cradles a book, Emilia her yellow jacket, and Kayo holds 
Emilia. 

The Unicornia, holding her small violet flower, closes the 
doors. She crouches down and places the flower on the ground. 
With her finger, she slowly traces the petals. 

THE UNICORNIA
This was a good home. 

Lena zips up her jacket, leaving the zipper to rest just 
below her sternum. 

At the center of Lena’s chest, a fresh unicorn tattoo gleams 
in the night light. 

EMILIA
I still think we should stay and 
fight. 

KAYO
Emilia...

EMILIA
We’ve been here for years! I’ve...

KAYO
I know. 

THE UNICORNIA
We’ll make a new home.

(nods to Issa)
This isn’t the first time we’ve had 
to move. 

ISSA
Where were you thinking?

THE UNICORNIA
I think... It’s time for a place by 
the sea. 
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ISSA
That sounds nice. 

EMILIA
With access to a beach?

KAYO
I’ll teach you how to swim!

EMILIA
I’ll have to find some sunscreen. 

ISSA
I know someone. 

KAYO
No. I want to see you with bright 
red cheeks. 

EMILIA
But I’ll burn!

Lena turns from the group and approaches The Unicornia. 

LENA
There must be something I can do. 

THE UNICORNIA
You’ve already done so much for us. 

LENA
I wasn’t able to give you the 
program. Although...

THE UNICORNIA
Yes?

LENA
Maybe there is a way... But the 
program won’t be the same. It’ll be 
unrecognizable.

THE UNICORNIA
What do you mean?

KAYO (O.S.)
Boss!

The Unicornia swivels.

KAYO (CONT’D)
We have to get going!

Kayo points at the end of the road. 
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EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - DOWN ORIGINAL MARKET STREET - 
NIGHT

At the end of Market Street, the shadow of a Big Dog IV steps 
out into the light. Its lens reflects the street lamp and 
focuses in on The Unicorns. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BASTION - NIGHT

The Unicorns enter battle-mode as they each hop onto their 
motorcycles one by one. They each don helmets and strap in.  

The Unicornia guns her engine in place to capture the crowd’s 
attention. It works. 

THE UNICORNIA
Nobody stop! Don’t engage any 
Enforcers, just keep riding! If we 
get separated, everybody head 
towards the Bay Bridge. And most 
importantly... Make sure Lena gets 
out of here. Lena?

LENA
Yes?

THE UNICORNIA
As soon as we get to the main gate, 
keep running. 

The cascade of colorful motorcycles take off. 

INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - CHINATOWN TUNNEL - NIGHT

The Unicorns roll into the Chinatown Checkpoint. Beyond two 
silver, electrified gates, silver skyscrapers rise towards an 
impenetrable fog. The motorcade begins a steady incline 
towards the gates. A crisp rush of air flows through the 
tunnel and onto their faces. 

The city seems more vibrant than usual, its lights dancing 
across the sky. Between the skyscrapers, Lena watches a dull 
grey banner float between them. 

Lena’s lagging behind, and The Unicornia notices. 

THE UNICORNIA
Lena?

LENA
It’s the Pride Parade. 
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THE UNICORNIA
What?

LENA
The Pride Parade! We might have a 
chance! Everyone will be fully 
immersed in V2 watching the 
festivities! 

THE UNICORNIA
And the crowd can hide us...

LENA
Exactly. We need to get into the 
Parade!

Into the tunnel. The motorcade waits at the checkpoint, 
unmanned.

Lena turns her head, pointing her good eye at the CHECKPOINT 
SCANNER. 

CHECKPOINT SCANNER
(digitized voice)

Valid V2 lens. Welcome to Nuevo San 
Francisco. 

EMILIA
We already were in Nuevo San 
Francisco.  

LENA
Augury’s principle is “citizen 
engagement for maximum 
productivity”. 

EMILIA
And everyone in the Historic 
District is not productive?!

LENA
Not according to the Bay Union. 

EMILIA
Assholes. 

The CHECKPOINT SCANNER emits a satisfied chirp and the 
electrified gates shuts down, allowing The Unicorns to ride 
past. 

Past the tunnel, The Unicorns speed towards the Pride Parade. 

The CHECKPOINT SCANNER lets out another chirp and with a 
buzz, and the electrified gate goes back up. 
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EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - PARALLEL MARKET STREET - NIGHT

A monochrome crowd of Automationists stand along the 
sidelines of Parallel Market Street, impassive and silent. In 
unison, at exact angles, they tilt their heads upwards 
towards a display The Unicorns cannot see as they approach. 

The Unicorns are on foot, each one pushing their bike through 
the crowd. Emilia scans the crowd, fidgeting with the handles 
on her motorcycle. She rolls the bike forward, past a nuclear 
family of four. 

EMILIA
What are they looking at?  

LENA
The parade. It’s in V2. 

Emilia flaps her hand in front of the youngest family 
member’s face. They do not react. 

EMILIA
They can’t see or hear us at all?

LENA
Not unless they disconnect. 

A banner covered in geometric patterns, computer vision 
markers, floats in the sky above them. At the exact same 
moment, the audience smiles. 

They advance carefully, until they are submerged in the 
throng.

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE PRIDE PARADE - NIGHT

The Unicorns emerge just in front of the main show. 

They lead their bikes out of the crowd. Scanning the slack-
jawed onlookers, they mount up. 

All is still. Suddenly, a gasp of anticipation rushes through 
the crowd.

The Unicorns snap-to as the roar of motorbikes erupts 
somewhere down the road. In unison, the crowd looks.

Cheering starts somewhere down the road. Like a ripple, the 
crowd parts, and through the breech erupts a stream of women 
on motorcycles flying a rainbow flag that fills Lena’s 
vision. 
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EMILIA
Boss? Are they a Unicorn faction?

THE UNICORNIA
No... They’re...

LENA
The “Dykes on Bikes”. 

The DYKES ON BIKES, an old Pride Parade tradition even Augury 
could not erase, begin to fly past as a pack, swerving to 
avoid the neon Unicorns. 

They are the only ones in the parade that have refused the 
monochrome uniform, opting for dark leathers, chains at their 
hips, and feathered boas accenting their handle bars. 

THE UNICORNIA
This is our chance. Let’s move!

The Unicorns rev up. They accelerate. Like fish in a stream, 
they move along in the crowd of leather-clad bikers.

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - CITY HALL - NIGHT

There are already people at City Hall. Young women and men 
dance, their eyes wide, unseeing at the show in V2 that is 
presented to them. They dance to silent music, and they laugh 
at jokes performers tell to only them. They are drunk and 
fumble and take over the entire square. 

The Unicorns peel off from the larger crowd of bikers, which 
continues on its route.

The group slows, contending with the thick crowd that neither 
hears nor sees them. 

THE UNICORNIA
Not good. Our way out is on the 
other side of this square.

Lena watches the crowd. She squints her eye towards a section 
of people that are swaying too erratically.  

LENA
Shit. Let’s go!

A red lens powers on. 

They speed off. A Big Dog IV bursts from the crowd and blocks 
their way. 
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BIG DOG IV
Halt, citizen!

LENA
Go!

The motorcade takes off, speeding through the scattering and 
panicked crowd. 

BIG DOG IV
(in Hunter’s voice)

Found you!

The Big Dog IV bounds after them. The Unicorns rush out of 
the parade. The Big Dog IV tries to maneuver through the 
crowds but is thwarted.

The Unicorns steal these few moments to get off the main 
street.

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - SOMA - NIGHT

Enter the back alleys of SOMA. They zip past interwoven sky 
bridges, illuminated from the inside by the domestic lives of 
the Automationists, nothing but dark figures indicate that 
there is life in the upper echelons of the city. 

They continue past. The Unicorns flank Lena’s side. 

Ahead of them, Lena can see an on-ramp to the Bay Bridge. It 
is understated, a thin vein leading to the city’s artery. 

Barring their way, Hunter stands in front of the exit. 

THE UNICORNIA
Go!

Lena revs ahead, skirting past Kayo and straight towards 
Hunter. Just as she is about to reach the bridge... 

A Big Dog IV lunges towards her from the side, knocking her 
off her motorcycle. Lena slides sideways and skids along her 
side down the road. 

She comes to a stop, and is unable to stand. 

Lena watches Hunter’s feet come towards her. She groans over 
the tap, tap, tap of his Enforcer boots as he approaches.

Lena pushes herself up with her arms and tries to drag 
herself away. She watches the Big Dog IV turn away from her 
and begin to weaponize against the Unicorns, who are unable 
to help her. 
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The Unicornia’s eyes widen. 

Two hands grab Lena’s shoulders. Hunter flips her over and 
wraps his fingers around her throat. Lena struggles as Hunter 
straddles her. His fingers shift across her throat as he 
presses down. He releases one hand to form a fist, which he 
lifts. 

Crunch. His hand smashes down against her nose. Lena tries to 
kick him off from on top of her. 

Another crunch. 

Lena tries to scream but she just gurgles on her own blood. 

The Unicorns do not scream. They look horrified. Eyes wide. 
The Unicornia tries to burst forward but the Big Dog IV leaps 
in front of her, stopping her. 

Hunter grins, vicious, and looks down at his work. 

HUNTER
Fucking bitch. Look at you now. 

THE UNICORNIA
Get off of her, you fuck. 

His hand resumes squeezing. He squeezes. 

And squeezes. Lena gurgles. She makes eye contact with Hunter 
and tried to grab his hands. He shoves them away, planting 
his knees at her sides and further pins her down.  

HUNTER 
Having fun? 

She spits a little. The blood dribbles down her cheek. 

LENA
Not yet. 

With its weapons still directed at the Unicorns, aiming with 
lightning fast precision every time a Unicorn shifts. The Big 
Dog IV begins to step backwards towards Hunter and Lena.

The Big Dog rotates, facing its lens towards Hunter. Its 
weapon is still trained on the Unicorns.  

HUNTER
We need to finish what we started. 

Kayo tries to dash forward, but the Unicornia holds her back. 
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KAYO
Why her?!

Hunter looks down at Lena. 

HUNTER
Yes, Lena. Why you?

Crunch. 

HUNTER (CONT’D)
Tell them. Tell them that this is 
all just a guilt trip for you!

THE UNICORNIA
What are you talking about?

Hunter hoists Lena to her knees, still firmly in control. Now 
she must confront her allies. 

LENA
Stop!

HUNTER
Tell your friends how you’re using 
them to relieve some twisted 
Automationist guilt from killing 
that woman.

LENA
Stop!

THE UNICORNIA
What are you talking about?

HUNTER
Tell her. 

LENA
Stop. 

HUNTER
Tell her!

The Big Dog IV finally arrives to their position. It whirs 
gently, as if confused. 

LENA
It was an accident. 

HUNTER
Please. You were the top Enforcer. 
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LENA
Fine! I killed her. I... Killed 
her. I thought she deserved it. 

HUNTER
And she did. 

LENA
No! She didn’t...

THE UNICORNIA
Who?

LENA
Tansy. Please. I’m sorry. 

THE UNICORNIA
How do you know my name?

HUNTER
Lena. Tell her. 

All pause, looking to the bloodied Lena for answers. 

THE UNICORNIA
Tell me what?

LENA
My contact with you has been 
premeditated for a long time now. 

He throttles her. 

HUNTER
Years! 

LENA
Years. 

HUNTER
And Violet was supposed to bring us 
to you. 

THE UNICORNIA
Violet?

EXT. THE HISTORIC DISTRICT - THE BASTION - NIGHT

The Bastion burns. 

In front of the doors, the small purple flower is surrounded 
by flames.
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EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - BAY BRIDGE ONRAMP - NIGHT

LENA
Violet Teare. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - BAY BRIDGE ONRAMP - NIGHT

HUNTER
Representative Teare’s only 
daughter, long missing. She’s still 
looking, you know. 

LENA
You never told her. 

HUNTER
Of course I never told that bitch! 
Neither of us would still be in 
this city if I did! You should be 
thanking me.  

LENA
Never. 

HUNTER
And now I’ll take you in. I’ll 
bring you all in. Her daughter’s 
killer, and her co-conspirators, 
The Unicorns. 

THE UNICORNIA
We’ll tell the truth. 

HUNTER
How? You have no digital presence. 
No data to support your life. None 
except for...

The Big Dog begins to whir louder. 

HUNTER (CONT’D)
You, Lena. 

LENA
You idiot. A dead body’s data is 
always released for analysis. 
Everyone will know!

HUNTER 
No. No. I’m not a murderer. I’m 
just going to...
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The Big Dog IV’s lensed eye emits a laser. The laser’s red 
dot scans across Lena’s face. 

LENA
Tansy. 

THE UNICORNIA
Shut up! Don’t use my name!

LENA
I didn’t want to...

HUNTER
Doesn’t matter. 

The dot scans back across her face. It stops at her eyes. 

HUNTER (CONT’D)
For your sake, keep it open. You’ve 
seen Disconnecteds who try and 
shield their eyes. 

The dot centers itself at her iris. Her V2 lens shimmers a 
digital blue color.  

A shot echoes across the bridge. 

The Unicornia leaps over the Big Dog IV. A red bloom of blood 
grows at her side as she propels herself towards Hunter.

The Unicornia slams her boot into his chest and follows him 
to the ground, punching him in his throat. 

Hunter gags and coughs. He manages to grab onto the fur of 
her coat and toss her to the side. They grapple until his 
foot lands on her cheek and she rolls, limp. 

Hunter strides towards her, furious.

HUNTER (CONT’D)
Stay down. I want you to be 
presentable for the V2 
announcements of your capture. 

KAYO
Fuck you!

Kayo charges in for a strike. Her elbow connects with his 
sternum. He doubles over, and Kayo pins him to the ground 
with her knee.

The dust begins to settle. The Big Dog stands stock-still, 
frozen in place but for panicked tremors in its lens. Lena 
pulls herself up. 
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The Unicornia gets on her hands and knees. She spits a tooth 
onto the asphalt. 

HUNTER
So The Unicornia can bleed. 

KAYO
Shut up. 

The Unicornia struggles to lift herself. She wipes the blood 
from her mouth, which she smears across her cheek. 

THE UNICORNIA
So, you want me to be presentable?

The Unicornia reaches into her open coat, her face pained. 
The muscles on her arm tighten as she grabs a hold of 
something. 

Her hand comes out, covered in blood.

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
I’ll give you something to present. 
An image of all the Automationists 
have taken from me. 

HUNTER
What...

LENA
This is why I left, Hunter. This is 
the destruction Augury leaves 
behind. 

The Unicornia smears the blood on her face, wiping away 
layers of makeup. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Meet Tansy, Hunter. The creator of 
the Nudge disruption software. Once 
the best engineer at Augury. 

THE UNICORNIA
Wrong. I didn’t write a thing. 

The Unicornia smiles a bloody smile.

LENA
What?
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THE UNICORNIA
The first thing she masked in her 
software was the identity of the 
programmer. I never wrote one line 
of code in her creation. 

Eyes wide, The Unicornia lifts her hands to capture droplets 
of blood from her gums. Once enough has pooled into her 
cupped hands, The Unicornia smears the blood across her 
cheeks, clearing the rest of her makeup.

LENA
Violet. 

EXT. THE HISTORIC DISTRICT - THE BASTION - NIGHT

The edges of the potted violet’s petals are singed by the 
flames. 

INT. THE BASTION - THE UNICORNIA’S ROOM - NIGHT

The yellow flowers of the Bastion burn. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - BAY BRIDGE ONRAMP - NIGHT

Underneath smears of blood, The Unicornia’s mask of makeup 
gives way to a web of scars. 

FLASHBACK TO:

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - MARIN HEADLANDS - NIGHT

Lena and The Unicornia stand atop a dune hill in the Marin 
Headlands. Afloat around them, a blue data network shimmers 
in V2. 

BACK TO:

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - BAY BRIDGE ONRAMP - NIGHT

Lena looks at the scars. In the moonlight, they form a 
replica of the nodes and networks from V2. 

LENA
You had it the entire time. 

THE UNICORNIA
It was Violet’s idea. In case 
anything...

(deep breath)
Happened. 
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LENA
Then why use me? 

THE UNICORNIA
You were going to die, originally. 

KAYO
What?!

THE UNICORNIA
Programmers are the most natural 
detectives. I handed you a small 
part of the program to work on, to 
see if you would find the same 
conclusions as Violet. You did. And 
then, like a good detective, you 
had to find the source of the 
mystery. You came down to the 
Historic District. 

LENA
I was supposed to die that night. 
At the Bastion. 

THE UNICORNIA
Yes. 

LENA 
But what happened? 

THE UNICORNA
You didn’t kill the people in the 
car. 

FLASHBACK: INT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - CHINATOWN TUNNEL - 
NIGHT

The Patrician speeds through a tunnel. Instead of a car, she 
drives a white motorcycle. Her hair is purple, and she is 
laughing. VIOLET, 23, the Patrician’s original self, looks 
over at Tansy, The Unicornia before she joined the Unicorns. 
Violet smiles at Tansy and they race further down the tunnel. 

At the end of the tunnel, Lena, in full Enforcer garb, raises 
her hand to stop them. She is hardened. Militaristic. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - BAY BRIDGE ONRAMP - NIGHT

THE UNICORNIA 
I couldn’t bring myself to murder. 
And you were so much like Violet. 

(MORE)
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You defied every conception I had 
of Automationists as soon as I met 
you. 

LENA
I deserve to die. 

THE UNICORNIA
And that’s why you shouldn’t. 

The Unicornia turns to Hunter. 

THE UNICORNIA (CONT’D)
Him, on the other hand. 

The Unicornia paces towards Hunter. 

LENA
Gah!

Lena recoils suddenly. A whir of clicks and machinery as the 
Big Dog IV kicks back into life. 

Hunter uses the moment to free himself from under Kayo.

The Unicornia launches herself at Hunter. The Big Dog IV 
springs forward to try and pin The Unicornia, but Issa gets 
to it first. Kayo joins in and together, they topple the Big 
Dog IV and try to pin it. 

As their leader struggles with Hunter, The Unicorns try and 
push the Big Dog IV. 

Hunter’s eyes shimmer and the Big Dog IV shakes the Unicorns 
loose. 

The Big Dog IV leaps through the air. The robot sends a spray 
of bullets towards The Unicornia. 

The Unicornia grabs a hold of Hunter and holds him close. The 
bullets hit him, and he goes limp. The Big Dog IV collides 
with them both. 

They begin to stagger towards the water below. The Unicornia 
rolls out from under Hunter’s corpse and the Big Dog, 
momentarily stunned by a severed connection.

The corpse and the machine tumble over into the water below. 

The Unicornia looks down at the water which has engulfed 
Hunter. 

The Unicornia turns towards Lena and takes a few steps. 

THE UNICORNIA  (CONT'D)
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She staggers.

THE UNICORNIA
Take the...

She collapses.

The Unicorns run towards her. 

KAYO
Boss!

ISSA
Tansy!

They hold The Unicornia’s body. She’s dead.

Lena walks over. 

EMILIA
Stay away from her. Stay away from 
us!

In the distance, the Pride Parade sounds begin to fade. 

LENA
Cars are going to start being let 
through again. You need to get her 
out of here. 

EMILIA
No!

LENA
Please... She wouldn’t want this. 

The Unicorns struggle to breathe through their tears. 

EMILIA
How dare you talk about what she 
would want. 

ISSA
Emilia...

EMILIA
No! This bitch has done nothing but 
put our lives in danger and trick 
us and now... The boss is dead. 

LENA
Please, let me see her.
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Issa looks up at Lena. With care, he takes Emilia and Kayo 
into his arms and away from the body. 

The way cleared, Lena crouches down beside the body and takes 
the head into her lap. The blood across the Unicornia’s 
cheeks has already begun to dry. Lena gently rubs at the 
blood with her thumb, further revealing the scars. 

LENA (CONT’D)
I’ve caused this woman so much 
pain, and I only just met her. 

EMILIA
You bi-

ISSA
Emilia. 

LENA
No. She’s right. 

Lena continues to rub at the blood, she reveals more and more 
of the pattern scarred into the body’s skin. 

ISSA
What is it?

LENA
She imprinted the whole program’s 
node graph into her skin. No one 
would be able to get it this way.

ISSA
We have to make sure nobody gets 
her body. 

LENA
She also made sure that those close 
to her would always be able to have 
this information. 

She rubs her thumb against a node scar and traces a line 
jutting out from the node. 

LENA (CONT’D)
It’s coded. 

KAYO 
Then how are we supposed to access 
it?

LENA
I’m not sure. She said, “Take 
the...” Take the what?
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KAYO
The pattern?

Lena gets up, cradling the body. The onramp starts to 
resonate with the sound of the city and cars. 

ISSA
We need to get out of here. 

LENA
Yes. 

They head back towards the bikes. On her yellow bike, 
tarnished but running, a small light blinks. 

KAYO 
What are we going to do? Augury is 
still going to force an upgrade for 
the Historic District. 

LENA
We need to get this code to as many 
people as possible. 

KAYO
How?

Lena looks at the blinking light. 

LENA
What is this?

KAYO
The Boss must have programmed a 
location for you to go to in 
case...

LENA
She couldn’t take me there herself. 

Lena waves her hand across the blinking light. An image 
appears in V2. It sputters from weak and fractured 
connection. The image is just dark, with a single white dot. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Where is this?

KAYO
I’m not sure. She never gave us the 
details. 

LENA
I’m going there. 
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KAYO
And leaving us?

LENA
I’m not the savior of the Historic 
District. That was never my role. 

ISSA
Then who are you?

LENA
I’m the aid.  

They fall silent. Lena hands the body to Issa, who cradles 
it. 

LENA (CONT’D)
Kayo, can you scan the pattern on 
her face?

KAYO
Yeah. 

LENA 
We’ll need it for when I come back. 
But until then...

ISSA
We will give her the burial she 
deserves. 

EMILIA
A warrior’s send off. 

KAYO
Where are you going?

Lena looks at the dot. It slowly blinks back at her. Calling 
her. 

LENA
I am going to find the key. 

EXT. NUEVO SAN FRANCISCO - THE BAY BRIDGE - NIGHT

Lena watches the Unicorns return to the city. She turns back 
to the Bridge. 

The white bridge sets a path into darkness outside the city. 
It is empty and silent. Wind rushes across the dark water and 
rushes through her hair. 

The dot is blinking. Calling to her. 
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Lena waves the motorcycle on. 

One boot lifts up. The wheels start to move. Her other boot 
lifts off the ground. 

Lena races across El Puente Blanco and leaves her home 
behind. 

FADE OUT.

THE END
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